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STS Mission Operations Study and justification for the USAF 
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Shuttle mission operations requirements. 

2. It should be recognized that this is a preliminary docu
ment and used accordingly. The final IINRP Requirements For 
Space Trans:portation System Flight Operations," is still in 
preparation and will be submitted for DNRO approval and 
dissemination on 22 June 1979. This should provide ample 
time for accomplishing any additional staffing that may be 
necessary in meeting the OMB deadline 1 August 1979. 
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Shuttle mission operations requirements. 
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PREFACE 

In response to the direction set forth in National 
Space Policy (PD/NSC-42) to review and formulate a 
strategy for the utilization of the space Transportation 
System (STS), this document sets forth the requirements 
of the National Reconnaissance Program to employ the 
STS in supporting its foreign intelligence collection 
operations. Guiding this review is the explicit recog~ 
nition that a significant percentage of the United 
States' capability to conduct foreign intelligence is 
via space systems, and that in the mid-1980s the STS 
will become the nation's sole means of gaining acce$S 
to the space media from which fo~eign int~lligence 
acti vi ties are conducted. . 

The National Reconnaissance Office has conducted 
this review of workload, security and control require-· 
ments from the 1980s to the mid-1990s to assure that 
appropriate STS mission planning and operatiOns resources 
will be available for National Reconnaissance Program 
operations. 
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In the mid-1980s, the space Shuttle will become the sole 
means of gaining acCess to space from which a major portion 
of this nation's foreign ~ntelligence activities are conducted. 
This report sets forth the mission manageme~t control required 
by the National Reconnaissance Program (NRP) to employ the 
Shuttle for these activities, presents the NRP's potential 
Shuttle workload, and specifies the security framework needed 
for flight planning, readiness and control. 

Two employment concepts characterize the range of options 
for using the Shuttle for NRP missions: (1) use the Shuttle 
analogous to expendable launch vehicles for payload delivery 
only and/or (2) fully exploit the features of the Shuttle, 
particularly the role of man, in the conduct of spa-ce opera
tions. The "payload delivery" employment concept is representa
tive of pre-1975 NRO pOlicy whereby the principal concern was 
the transitioning of NRP payloads to the Shuttle. As S~uttle 
development milestones were passed, a restructured NRO policy 
evolved from recognition that continuation of a "payload 
delivery" employment concept was no longer a necessary or pre
ferred strategy from both (a) a cost efficiency viewpoint if 
the United States is to extract maximum benefit from the 
sixteen billion dollars invested in the &huttle program; and 
(b) an effectiveness viewpoint recognizing that the nation is 
increasing its utilizatiop of the space medium and therefore 
is becoming more dependent upon space systemS as key instru
ments of national security. The updated NRO policy which has 
been in effect since 1978 has as a goal full exploitation of 
rh ... c:hn ...... '''' 'l\To.<.7 lpace systems (e.g.1 I 

I now in various stages of development reflect 
a commitment ,toward this goal. Greater consideration is being 
given to responding to crises, unanticipated events, contingency 
operations, and R&D -missions. 

The payload/Shuttle interfaces for this employment concept 
are,- by necessity, much more complex than "payload delivery." 
For example, Mission Controllers and Payload Specialists must 
not only be familiar with the Orbiter but must also be thoroughly 
proficient with the payload.- Missions will have to be planned, 
coordinated, rehearsed and conqucted as an integrated operation. 
Traditional booster operations, and other activities associated 
w~~ the booster, can no longer be decoup~ed from payload opera
t~ons as the payload/launch vehicle interactions become more 
dynamic and increase in number and complexity. 
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By contrast, the controlled mode concept of_mission cont~ol, 
which evolved in 1977, had as one 6f its key assumptions the 
Jlpayload delivery" employment concept only, whereby interfaces 
between the Shuttle and the payload were kept simple, and On
orbit operations completely decoupled. It also recognized 
there was not sufficient time, facilities nor expertise ava~l
able within the DOD to develop a capability to control NRO/DOD 
Shuttle flights upon which,NRO/DOD payloads were manifested. 

However, the issue of statutory responsibilities for mission 
control remains. The controlled mode imposes compromises on the 
time-tested procedures for conducting NRO space operations. The 
key to the NRO's high success rate has been its ability to exer
cise control over all aspects of the mission including planning, 
rehearsals, simulations of anomalies, launch preparation, launch 
and recovery operations so that there is unity of purpose, coordi .... 
nated action by all mission participants, and strict adherence to 
operations security procedures. 

As the NRO moves toward the goal of "full exploitation," 
mission control problems will be exacerbated relative to the 
controlled mode way of operating. Missions become more dynamic 
as the Orbiter assumes a role as a base station for construction 
or military operations, as a spacecra'ft mission pIa tforIr)., as a 
responsive vehicle for contingency and crisis support, and a 
flexible means for coping with unscheduled or unforeseen events. 
Clear boundaries between the payload and the Orbiter diffuse as 
additional and more complex on-orbit functions enter the work
load. This diffusion gives rise to the need to plan, simulate 
and conduct the mission as an integrated oper~tion. The 
cont~ol infrastructure will ~lso be impacted by the volume 
of the workload and the need to coordinate and schedule all 
NRO mission activities in response to I1ational requirements. 
Positive control and authority to interrupt other activities 
becomes an essential element so that the Shuttle system can be 
as responsive as possible. 

Thus, mission control for an STS employment concept 
directed toward full exploitation encompasses all facets of 
Shuttle flight planning and operations •. For NRP missions 
this requires authority and responsibility to: 

a. ,Approve, arrange for and supervise STS flight 
preparations to include payload and flight schedules, 
mission planning, preflight profiles, rehearsals, simulations 
and tl:'aining 
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b. Exercise supervision over prelaunch and on-orbit 
operations 

c'. Approve key manpower positions affecting intelli
gence and operations, as well as personnel selection and assign
ment authority 

d. Approve, exerctse and control contingency opera
tions to include preflight and prelaunch operational and 
readiness rehearsals 

e. Establish security requirements for all intelli
gence related space operations 

An analysis of NRP workload for the STS was made for the 
FY-8l to FY-95 time period. The analysis aqdressed not only .pay~ 
load deliverY missions included in the current DOD space mission 
model' but for the first time addressed STS e~loitation oppor-
tunities --- i.e., I Icontingency support, retrieval, 
repair and service, on-orb~t construction, and a menu of R&P 
program opportunities ranging from component tests through proto
type demonstration systems. Specific conclusiGns are: 

a. The NRP workload is not properly estimated in the 
cu~rent mission model, which is essen;~ially payload-delivery 
oriented. 

. _. b~1 ::C::d~ing to the latest progra.m:matic and 
~format~o41 _____ sRP pay~l=o=a=d~d=e~l~i~v~e~r~~==~ ______________ ~==~ __ , 
scheduied rl Y-85 

c. Contingency workload in support of cr~s~s ope~ations 
is significant and probably understated because the full potential 
exploitation of the STS is not yet understood. Maintaining readi
ness for such missions represents additional, workload. 

d. Projected NRP R&D workload includes a few dedicated 
·flights, but most a,re ride-share candidates. R&D workload will 
be superimposed upon the scheduled NRP and DOD workload. 

e. Because of lack'of experience, requirements for repair. 
servicing and retrieval are probably understated by the programs 
surveyed. 

f. On-orbit construction when it occurs significantly 
impacts on-orbit time requirements. 

6 -..... ..,~-:'; 
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Workload ~stimates in this review provide a conservative 
basis from which to projec~ flight planning, flight readiness 
and flight control requirements for national programs. Signi
ficantly, this worklo~d must be carried out in a secure 
environment, including compartmentation of key aspects, in order 
to protect sensitive sources, methods and capabilities. 

An analysis was made of NRP security needs for STS flight 
planning, flight read~ness and flight contro~. Wh~le no pro-. 
gram has yet gone through the complex steps ~nvo1ved, a descr~p
tion of tasks outlined in the Mission Operat~olJs J:>,l,an..for the 
DOD Spa~e Transportation System. :program was used by each program 
to assess security needs ·:rn each· of twenty-one act:i,. vi ties. 
Wherever these necessary task~ are accomplished, NRP activity 
will require significant compartmented security. 13eing a 
requirements analysis, this study did not address specific 
measures to meet the compartmented or collateral sec~~:i,.ty 
requirements identified. The characteristics of STS operations 
which-tend toward, if not demand, compartmented security are: 

a.' When mission, payload, capability and modus 
,operandi o.f national programs is revealed. 

b. When payload operations require e~te.psive coo::;r;dina
tion with STS flight control. 

c. When STS on-board computers support NRP payloads 

d. When non-nominal payload conditions occur and 
Payload Specialists must interact extensively with ground 
support personnel 

e. When basic Orbiter data is mission, capability, 
iqentity Or modus operandi reveal~ng 

f. When payload data is ~vailable through the Orbiter 

g. When general a~d special crew training procedures 
and equipment contain indicators of the mission or operations. 

In summary, this report details NRP mission and management 
control needs, projected workload and security requirement$ for 
the STS. Together with other DOD needs, this information forms 
the requi~ements base from which to analyze NRP/DOD Shuttle 
operations control options for the 1980s and beyond. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In response to the-direction set forth in National 
Space Policy (PD/NSC-42) to review and formulate a strategy 
for the utilization of the Space Transportation System (STS) 
this document sets forth specific requirements of the National 
Reconnaissance Program to employ the STS in supporting its 
foreign intelligence collection operations. In particular, 
the requir~ments for mission control, workload and security are 
addressed to assure that.appropriate STS mission planning and 
operations resources will be available for National.Reconnais
sance Program operations from the 1980s to the mid~1990s. 
Guiding this review is the explicit recognition that a signi
ficant percentage of the United States' capability to conduct 
foreign intelligence is via space systems, and that in the 
mid-1980s the STS will become the nation's sole means of gaining 
access to the space medium from which foreign intelligence activ
ities are conducted. 

Shuttle Employ~ent Concep~s 

There are essentiaLly two employment concepts which charac
terize the range of options for using the Shuttle for NRO 
missions: (1) use the Shuttle analogous to expendable launch 
vehicles for payload delivery only and (2) fully exploit the 
features of the Shuttle, particularly the role of~man, in the 
conduct of space operations. The "payload delivery". employment 
concept is representative of pre-1975 NRO policy whereby the 
principal concern was the transitioning of NRO payloads to the 
Shuttle. It did not reflect any attempt to exploit the Shuttle 
whiCh at that time would bave been premature considering ~he 
early state of Shuttle development. As the Shuttle development 
effort proceeded and a number of milestones were passed, a 
restructured NRO policy evol.ved from recognition that con"tinua
tion of a "payload delivery" employment concept was no longer 
a necessary or preferred strategy from both (a) a cost efficiency 
viewpoint if the United States is to extract maximu~ benefit from 
the sixteen billion dollars invested in the'Shuttle program; and 
(b) ~n effectiveness viewpoint recognizing that the nation is 
increasing its utilization of the space medium and therefore is 
becoming more dependent upon space systems as key instruments of 
national security. The updated NRO policy which has been in 
effect since 197-8 has as a g01] flll1 e:,niratinn ('IT ,,":0 S~uttle. 
A number of new sorce systems . _ _ _ _ 

I which are now l.n varl.OUS stages of eve op-
men~ retlect a commitment toward this goal. 
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Historically, the NRO's STS "payload delivery" employment 
concept was structured so that all interfaces between the 
spacecraft and the Shuttle be as simple as possible and that 
a dual ~ompatible launch capability either from the Sh~ttle 
o'r an expendable lau,nch vehicle be maintained as a hedge 
against Shuttle technological or developmental shortcomings. 
The "payload delivenr" employment copcept also continued the 
satellite design philosophy of the expendable launch vehicle 
era which incorporates as basic tenents extensive subsystem 
redundancy, significant simulated on-orbit ground testing 
and selection of highly reliable, long-lived components. 

The "full exploitation ll employment concept recognizes 
that man can influence the overall probability of mission 
success by conducting post-launch functional checks of 
spacecraft after it experiences a launch environment (e.g., 
10 - ~O% of the Space Test Program workload has experienced 
failures almost immediately after achieving orbit), by 
servicing the spacecraft or by repairing it on-orbit as 
necessary. Combined with the reusable/retrievable feature of 
the STS r which in itself is required for manned spaceflight, 
manned i.,nte:J;:'action offers an avenue for returning the space
craft to earth for refurbishment or extensive repair as 
warranted by the on-orbit situation. It is the abi~ity of man 

. to interact with the paylo~d after it e~periences the launch 
environment that could result in a compietely different design 
philosophy for spacecraft and potentially could yield ~eouc
tions in both the time required to develop space systems and 
the life cycle costs. For example, subsystems cap be modularized 
to facilitate on-oroit servicing and repair (e.g. Multi-11ission 

;i~~~raf:l' cd H r:' nrototv:p ,,,,::vgtpm: rth~~e~;S;:~u~~~g 
the amo~ of groun componen tes ~ng an otal system develop
ment time; and the Shuttle itself can be used as a mission 
vehicle substituting for the spacecraft bus itself (e.g. ZEUS, 
thereby reducinq the desiqn complexity and cost of a dedicated 
soacecrart I 

To capitalize on these features, the payload/Shuttle ipter-
. faces for this employment concept are, by necessity, much more 

complex than "payload delivery." Fo~ example, mission controllers 
and payload specialists must not only be familiar with the Orbiter 
b~t must also be thoroughly proficient with the payload. Missions 
w~l~ have to be planned, coordinated, rehearsed and conducted as 
an ~ntegrated operation. Traditional booster operations, and 

(b)( 1 ) 
(b)(3) 10 USC ~ 424 
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other acti vi ties associated wi th boos ter operations,_ can po 
'longer be decoupled from payload operations as the payload/ 
launch vehicle interactions become more dynamic, increase 
in number and complexity, and crew safety becomes a foremo~t 
cons idera tion. 

Concepts for M:ission Cont):,ol 

In spite of the recent activities to design NRO space 
systems which are more fully Shuttle optimized and to estab
lish a Shuttle payload specialist program for NRO applica
tions, the one area that has not kept pace with the prog~ess 
made in these other areas is the requi~ement for mission 
control over STS flight operations in support of the "full 
exploitation" employment concept. The controlled mode con
cept of mission control, wbich evolved in 1977, had as one of 
its key assumptions the "payload delivery" employment concept 
wnereby the interfaces between the Shuttle and the paylo~d, 
were kept simple and on-orbit operations completely decoupled. 
Fundamental in the evolution of the controlled mode concept 
w~s the recognition that, even if the NRO/OOD were not con
strained by resources, there w~s not sufficient time nor 
facilities and expertise available within the OdD to develop a 
capability to control NRO/DOD Shuttle operat~ons separate from 
NASA activities prior to the initial Shuttle flights upon which 
NRO/DOO cargo was manifested. Moreover, at the time, the 000-
Mission Model (Rev 7) forecast that only two NRO missions would 
require STS launch support prior to 1985. 

However, the issue of statutory responsibilities for missiop 
control remains. The controlled mode imposes some compromises 
on the time-tested procedures which have evolved for conducting 
NRO space operations. For example, care must be exercised to 
ensure that mission control capabilities and functional procedures 
are s~ructured so that the potential for miscommunications of 
techn7cal parameters, and the loss of 'traiping proficiency (e.g. 
gener7c mission simulations) created by heretofore compartmented 
funct~ons now requiring sanitization and oper~tions at the Secret 
level be minimized. In the past, the key to the NRO's high 
success rate has been its ability to exe+cise control over all 
~~pects o~ the mission including planning, rehearsals, simulations 

anomal~es, launch preparation, launch and recovery operations 
~s~at ther7 ~s unity of purpose, coo~dinated action by all 

s~?n part~c~pants, and strict adherence to operations 
~cur~ty procedures. Any significant departure or erosion in 
toe current modus operandi could impact the ability of the NRO 
nat:esp~nd in its traditional timely and effective manner to 

~ona security requirements. 
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As the NRO mov~s toward the goal of "full exploitation," 
mission control will exacerbate relative to the controlled 

-mode way of oper~ting as Missions bec::ome more dynamic in 
direct relation to the degree which the Orbiter assumes a 
role as a base station {e.g. on-orbit construction), as a 
spacecraft mission platform, as a responsive vehicle for 
contingency and crisis support and a fle~ible means of coping 
with unscheduled or unforeseen events. Clear boundaries 
betw~en the payload ~d the Orbiter diffuse as additional and 
more complex on-orbit functions enter the workload. This 
diffusion gives rise to the need to plan, simulate and copduct 
the mission ~s an integrated operation. It is counter
productive in terms of flight safety cmd mission success to 

-create a situatio~ where the Orbiter is attempting to accom
plish one set of functions while the payload operations are 
?erforming another unrelated set. Moreover, personnel assigned 
Orbiter control functions must become more familiar with the. 
characteristics of the payload and functionally participate in 
the conduct of the mis~ion including, in some cases where-the 
Orbiter is used as a mission platform, collection of intelli
gence data. Control over operations security practices and 
procedures for all facets of the mission is essential to protect 
sensitive sources and methods, and wil~ come to the foret+ont of 
planning and operations in the IIfull exploitation" l1l0de. 

The control infrastructure will also be impacted by the 
volume of the workload and th~ need to coordinate and schedule 
all NRO mission activities in response to national requiremepts. 
If the Orbiter is to be used as a mission platform to +espond ~I 
to crisis or used for other unforeseen contingencies (e.g., a 
disabled satellite), proficiency must be maintained in all 
facets of the operation and the control infrastructure must be 
able to energize contingency packages, and ensure their orderly 
flow through a milieu of other planning, rehearsal, training 
and flight preparation activities that wou~g be simultaneously 
on-going as part of the day-to-day operations within the Shuttle 
system. Positive control and authori tyto interrupt other 
activities becomes an essential element so that the Shuttle 
system can be as responsive' as possible. Moreover, flight 
p~anning and. Shuttle exp~oitation activities which are asso~ 
c~ated with mission control functions must be coordinated among 

fhe ~arious ~RO programs to facilitate the dev~lopment of t'q.y-
oa~ man-orb~ter performance envelopes and to ~dentify useful 

~~O ~e~-solving t:c~niques duripg contingency operations (e.g. 
erv~c~ng or repa~r~ng a disabled satellite). 
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In Qrder to achieve a more flexible operating 
posture, increase collection effectiveness, ahd c~pit~lize on 
the features of the Shuttle which could potentially lead to 
reductions in the time required to develop space systems and 
their life cycle costs', the NRO will require a control ' 
infrastructure different from that which already exists in the 
controlled mode concept. 

Figure 1 contrasts the degree of m~ssion control required 
over activities. For NRP missions, the necessary control must 
encompass all facets 6f Shuttle flight planning and operations. 

12 
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FI GURE 1 

DEGREE OF 11 I S5 ION CONTROL NEEDED TO SUPPORT EMPLOYMENT CONCEPTS 

11 ISS ION CONT RO L ACT I V IT I ES EMPLOYt1ENT .CONCEPTS 

PAYLOAD FULL . 
DELIVERY -EXPLO ITATI ON 

o DYNAMIC MISSION PLANNING} DIRECTION} OPERATIONS LOW HIGH 
ACTIVITIES 

o PAYLOAD/ORB ITER 1I~'1 tHFACE CONTROL LOW HIGH 
o NUMBER'OF INTERFACES 
o CO~lPLEX ITY 

I. 

o SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME AND READINESS CONTROL LOH HIGH 
i o CRISIS I, 

o OTHER EXOGENOUS EVENTS 
o MAINTAINING TRAININ;G ·PROF,ICIENCY FOR ~ONTINGENCIES LOW HIGH 
o OPTIMIZATION OF PAYLOAD-MAN-ORBITER PERFORMANCE LOVI HIGH ENVELOPES 
o COMPLEXITY OF MAI.NTAINING AND P:ROMOTING OPERATIONS LOW HIGH 

SECURITY PRACTICES 
o TECHNOLOGY BASE 
o ORBITAL POSTURE 

UNCLASSIFIED ... . .. 
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WORKLOAD (b)(1) , 
(b)(3) 10 USC ~ 424 

Priol;' to this review, the DOD space mission, moQe;L1. includi·ng 
the latest revision (Rev 8), was the sole planning document for 
estimating DOD's flight operations requirements for the STS. 
The space mission model is a carryover from the expendable 
launch vehicle era whep it was used as a planning tool fo~ 
booster procur7ment and,reflected o~ly pa1l0ad delivery je-
quirements. W~th the s~ngle except~on of (ZEUS) 
missions*, the latest space mission model for STS usage con
tinues to reflect only nominal payload deliv~ry requirements 
and does not address workload requirements which more fully 
exploit the capabilities of the STS. The failure to depict 
!uture workloads which take advantage of the capabilities of 
the Orbiter and man in space can lead to a serious under
estimation of DOD needs for the STS and associated tlight 
planning, readiness and control functions. 

A dichotomy with respect to STS mission pl~nning was painted in 
the management section above. In most prior planning, the STS 
was viewed only as a booster and the payloads would be designed 
to' minimize interfaces with the shuttle .. As the pace of 
activities to transition NRP and DOD payloads to the shuttle 
has accelerated, recognition of the shuttle's potential as a 
mission platform has grown. Studies were made of how to ,ex
ploit the presence of man in space, how to exp;Loit and enhance 
the ST5 itself, and to determine requirements for military pay
load specialists. ~f these programs are followed even in part, 
a new expanded definition o! STS workload in flight operations 
planning, readiness and control needs to be developed. The 
workload presented below assumes exploitation of the STS be
yond delivery of free flying payloads. Further. it reflects 
dirprt-ion to employ the STS in th~ 

Iprogram. . . '-------------------
~---

'!'tPES OF WORKLOADS. The STS can be exploited beyond its capa
b~l~ty for taking payloads into space. The full'range of 
pot~ntial app~ications or workload categories for the use of 
the STS are defined below.** 

* 
Denoted as Support Mission V and included in the DOD 

space mission model (Rev S). 

** 
A taSk, team on "Future Space Transportation Needs" in 

~~~~~nse to the Presidenti~lly-directed crosscut review of the 
STS. 0 budget has focuse~ ~n,futu:e enhan~ement opti~n7 for the 

" T~e enhanced capab~l~t~es w~ll pernut more effJ.cJ.ent 
~~c~~p~~Shment of cU~rently planned missions or the capability 
cast ~ uct others: However, any new tasks or missions can be 
re?ort~to the bas~c workload catego~ies established in this 

,14 
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Payload delivery is the delivery and injection of payloads' 
into orbit. This function includes on-orbit checkout of pay
loads and return of those not able to be repaired by the crew. 

Retrieval is the capture of orbiting payloads or objects 
from orbit using the STS in order to perform a specific 
activity. 

Repair/service are two similar activities associated with 
retrieval. Repair is the r activity which involves repairing or 
replacing spacecraft components rendering them operable again 
so that the spacecraft may function "as designed. Service is 
the activity of replenishing by refueling, recharging or 
changeout of marginal modules. 

Constr~ption is the building or erection of a variety of 
large space structures using the ,STS as the base station for 
assembly and construction activity. 

O~biterl luse the Orbiter as the platform 
for military, ~nteII~gence and R&D tasks. This includes pay
loads affixed to the Orbiter with or without using the Orbiter 
crew or 'on-board payload technicians. 

UTILITY OF THE WORKLOAD. Some lessons learned regarding space 
system reliability during the last two decades differ from 
theoretical expectations devised at the beginning of the space 
age. The majority of system failures are booster failures* or 
-1Dfant failures" because they occur at initial turn-on or 

: ouly in a system's operations. Subsequent launches and 
System reliability statistics qenerally reflect lessons learned 
!:om early program faJ..lure. The failure .rate of parts during 
c=bltal life once they have survived" infant mortality" has . 
been far lower than original expectations. As a consequence, , 

_ aatellites which survived boost and "infant mortality" phases 
,., ,are IlUch l<;~ger-lived than Mean Mission Durations (MMD's)' ..... :..~~:d Th" ba,.k:= n£ fl." and ~moH :n'~r~~:!;c:~t the 

'. 'I.na cases In pOJ.n t. w~ tli tlie advent of a relJ.able Orbiter , ": =tem bC:>0ster and payload specialists for on-orbit checkout 
... arep~J.~s, the major sources of overall mission failure should 
.~ gnJ.f~cantly r 7duced. Lack of cri~ical satellite coverage, 
'~:d~fter a fal.rly recent DSCS II launch failure, Will(bY(1) 

(b)(3) 
10 USC .1424 

a. •• _O_~f ~ ~arnple of 92 high altitude satellite launches, 20 
,""" "tell ~l.le~ •. Of ~be suJ;>sequent 20 satellit,e. failures <:luring 
~ 1D onel.tes l~fetl.me, e~ght were TWT's and f~ve electrl.cal 
~ StUdy program. Rand WN-955l-PR, Rand Spacecraft Acquisi-

, August 1976 . 
•• 
&4sed on Rand and T'RW db' f' reports an rl.e longs 

IS 
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In add~tion, spacecraft sensors or systems may use more 
capable but higher risk technologies in the STS era knowing 
that on-orbit access for repair can be designed into a space
craft. Some present spacecraft are destroyed by deboosting 
when their film is expended or other expendables are depleted. 
New generations of spacecraft could be serviced with film, 
fuel, batteries, etc., from the Orbiter. An electronic 
"block change," such as changing SIGINT fre uenc coverage 
could also be accompYished. 

Periodic 
refurbishment of such systems would be possible from the STS. 

The construction of large antenna structures in space or 
assembly of propulsive systems for orbit maneuver or for 
taking payloads beyond geosynchronous altitudes enhances US 
capability and flexibility to perform many DOD/NRO missions in 
space. \ 

I 

£~~DED WORKLOAD IMPLICATIONS. From a workload standpoint 
Payload Delivery o£' free flyers represents nearly all of the 
activity incorporated in the present mission model. Repair 
~d ~ervice and Retrieval represents aqditional workload since 
C1SS10n time and extensive planning, preparation and t~aining 
vould be necessary. An important caveat is that satellites 
must. be <i.esigned for repair and service consistant with safety 
and ~uman factors in the space environment. Likewise ~uch 
remalnS to be done to de$i.gn satellites for retrieval and "to 
.~velOP th7 necessary techniques, procedures and equipment. 
But econOm1cs of these operations have yet to be fully assessed. 
=an ewe c~n ass~e that if improved and larger duration 
time UVer1ng.un1~s are procured man's EVA capabilities and 
trol on orb1t w1ll be extended. Training, planning and con
vorkl~!dthese.activ~ties will have to be factored into overall 

cons1derat1ons. In ~out a decade, experience may 

• 
Rand WN-9551-PR OPCIT. 

l6 
i i .... ~:-., r- \r1 "· - .... ---,:e-
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permit construction and assembly of large structures in space, 
a workload involving several Shuttie loads of cargo and 
several days in orbit for assembly. 

However, the most significant near-term additive workload con
sideration is the Orbit Platform activity. The duration of 
these missions (whose payloads are returned with the Orbiter) 
range anywhere from one day to perhaps three weeks. This 
cateqory includes both operational and R&D payloads. The 
~~ ________ ~I ZEUS, and R&D programs are examples which exploit 

this concept. Thi~ type of activity allows for payload optimi
zation by designing for manned int~rface to provide optimal or 
flexible system collection, and system repair or servicing. A 
payload could be built to use STS self-contained expendables or 
equipment thereby reducing costs and/or payload complexity. 

FORECASTING OF WORKLOAD 

Considerable uncertainty accompanies any STS workload pro
jection. The principal problem is that plans must attempt to 
convey STS usage in a 1980's environment based on a 1970's 
perspective c;lnd without benefit of any operational experience 
with the STS. We consider both scheduled and contingency work-
load. • 

Scheduled workload includes planned launch and deployment 
of payloads. olanned retfievals" planned repair and service and 
plannedl _ Construction missions are always in 
the planned category. Flight planning, readiness and control 
~re accomplished on a routine, preplanned, non-crisis basis 
~nsofar as possible. 

Contingency mission workload includes launch on demand which 
can have significant schedule impact when it occurs. The 
priority for national programs stated in National Space Policy 
CPD(NSC-37) may dictate that cargo be launched on the next 
ava~lable Orbiter. Contingency workloads are dif~icult to 
def~~ for $everal reasons. The first is the magnitude and 
n~er of cOntingency events, such as international crises, 
vbich cannot be forecast with certainty.* For estimation pur
poses,.this problem may be handled statistically; i.e., based 
~n h~s~orical trends, one might exp~ct from three to six 
~~rnat10nal crises per year involving-the political use of 
OQ~tary forces short of ground conflict which could require 
~ emand launches. Secondly, and probably more importantly, 

space systems with significant utility for' crisis support 

- -i 

~""'''a:~orce Without War," Brookings Institute, 1978; and "A .. - ... l.on of C . 
~~ld ~a~ ! r1ses: 22 Sketches of U.S. Interventions Since 

• I; Rand Co~p. 1972 
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such as I I ZEUS and I I systems 
are still in the definition phase." A~ development proceeds, 
planning for their availability and use in times of crisis 
will become better defined. Further, space may become the" 
arena for earl hostilities. 

and emergency replacement 
~c-o-u~l~d~b~e--s~i-g-n~i~f~~~·c-a~n~t-.--~T~h~e--c-o-n~tingency workload is very likely 
understated. 

The priority" and nature of the contingency workload will 
require that planning, training/rehearsals, and control per
sonnel and systems be current and exercised regularly. 

While the fonti:01ncy workload is expected to fall most 
heavily in the workload category, contingency workload 
can be anticipated 1n the payload delivery (replace upon I 

failure), retrieval, and repair/service categories as well. 

STS WORKLOAD ES~J,MATES 

The System Program Offices in Programs A, B, and C 
estimated their STS-related workload requirements based up
on the following assumptions! full exploitation of the STS 
will proceed; payloads will experience evolutionary changes 
to optimize payload/payload speciali~t/STS interactions; and 
STS flights will be conducted on a routine basis. The 
summarization of these estimates i~ shown in Tables 1 through 
4. These inputs include "approved" programs which appear in 
the DOD Space Mission Model" (Rev 8) and programs which have 
not been formally approved such as R&D demonstrations or 
advanced versions of present systems. 

Table 1 dispiays STS workload for the Eastern Launch 
Site (ELS) at Kennedy Space Center and the Western Launch 
Site (WLS) at Vandenberg AFB. The appropriate support mission 
(SM I through SM V) is used to permit ready comparison with 
the launch-oriented STS portion of the DOD Space Mission 
Mod7l, Revision 8. In this breakout, missions requiring a 
ded1cated Shuttle launch indicate NO in the Ride Share column. 
Payloads to be launched which are potential ride share candi
dates have a YES in the Ride Share" column. To be consistent 
with the mission model counting procedure, each is counted once. " " " , 

Pr ~he missions presented in Table l are consistent with the 
~~7den~'s FY-80 approved program through FY-1985, the out year 
FY- ~cat1ons of that program through 1991. The forecast from 
lis~!~2. through FY-1995 generally continues patterns estab-. 

~n earlier years. T~ble 1 shows a break at FY-1991 in 
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f 
t order to facilitate comparison with the NRP inputs, dated 
f 13 Feb 79, to Revision 8 of the DOD Space Mission Model 

(see Table 5). Table 1 may be directly compared with -
Table 5, the NRO STS Mission Model (Rev 8). The specific STS 
Rev 8 differences between Table 1 and Table 5 are as follows: 

--- --- ---

PROGRAM TABLE 1, FY -

* ZEUS 84 _ 

Net Difference (Table 5 - Table 1) (b)( 1 ) 
(b)(3) , 

Total Table 1 (Deliveryl 
I 

10 USC J. 424 

Total Table 5 (Rev 8) 

* pallet 'program ~ wi th two 

.z - ~ 

NOTE: TABLE 1 shows ZEUS as a 
missiops from ELS and 1 mission from W each year. 
This is consistent with current program planning. 
TABI.E 5 show$ ZEUS I I with 3 missions 
each year from WI;..S. --

- -- - -- --
---

Note the NRO STS Mission Model (Rev 8) numbers have 
been corrected from those reflected in Table 1 of the SAFSP 
Shuttle Requirements Report (Prelimina~) 10 May 1979. The 
number of -a loa . -

These changes reflect 
program. 

Note further that thrpp DrO~rams I 

J s che'-.,dc::-u-.,I-=e::-:d..-----c~YCn=---.-cth~e------.F .... Y,.--~I"9...-c8,.,...,-7 ~ 

CIme frame and beyond show retrieval activity projected to 
be ~ccomplished on the same STS mission which deploys a like 
spac~c'raft. While the scheduled number of STS flights is 
not ~~creased thereby, this does represent an increased STS 
Plann1ng, training and readiness, and ope~ational control 
Workload. 

19 
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As it is necessary to display STS workload requirements 
for NRP missions at the DOD SECRET level for integration 
with other DOD workload, Support Mission designations are 
used to identify requirements without reference to NRP pro
grams. Table 5 breaks out NRP programs by support mission 
and indicates the first Shuttle launch for each program at 
KSC or VAFB as appropriate. All subsequent ~aunches are on 
the Shuttle. Table 6 presents the sanitized launch model 
corresponding to Table 5. This'input is combined with in
puts from other DOD programs to construct the DOD Space 
Mission Model which is provided for reference as T~ble 7. 

A word of caution in interpretation of STS launch require
ments is. in order. In al'l- tables displaying launch-oriented 
workload, some potential for ride sharing is suggested. For 
eXq,mple, see the "total Shuttle flights" line for ESL and 
,,"LS in Table 7. Since detailed compatibility of payloads 
can only be determined on a case-by-case basis and cannot be' 
assessed at this time, any total Shuttle launch flight 
nutibers should be viewed with 'cq,ution. The totals by fiscal 
yea: in Tables 1 and 5 must be understood as payloads for 
dellvery into orbit plus I I This nwnber is 
clearly an upper bound on scheduled Shuttle 1aunches. Because 
of ride sharing, the real number of Shuttle launches to meet 
scheduled requirements will likely be less. The policy for 
N~ payload ride sharing is that NRP programs will consider 
rlde.sharing with other NRP programs and with DOD programs 
COnSlstent with technical compatibility and uaintenance of 
prosram security. 

-(b)(1 ) 
(b)(3) 10 USC J. 424 
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As it is necessary to display STS workload requirements 
for NRP missions at the DOD SECRET level for integration 
with other DOD workload, Support Mission designations are 
used to identify requirements without reference to NRP pro
grams. Table 5 breaks out NRP programs by support mjssion 
and indicates the first Shuttle launch for each program at 
KSC or VAFB as appropriate. All subsequent 1auncbes are on 
the Shuttle. Table 6 presents the sanitize~ launch model 
corresponding to Table 5. This- input is combined within-~ 
puts from other DOD programs to construct the DOD Space 
Mission Model wh~ch is provided for reference as Table 7. 

A word of caution in i~terpretation of STS launc~ require
ments is. in orde~. In all tables displaying launch-oriented 
workload, some potential for ride sharing is suggested. For 
example, see the "total Shuttle fl,ights ll line for ESL and 
WLS in Table 7. Since detailed compatibility of payloa~s 
can only be determined on a case-by-case basis and cannot be' 
assessed at this 'time, any total Shuttle launch flignt 
numbers should be viewed with caution. The totals by fiscal 
~a: in Tables 1 and 5 must be understood as payloads for 
dell,very into orbit plus I I This number is 
c;early an upper bound on scheduled Shuttl~ 1aunches. Seqause 
Q. ride sharing, the real number of Shuttle 1aunches to ,meet 
acheduled requi,rements will likely be less. 'The policy for 
WRPi payload ride sharing is that NRP programs will qonsider 
r de, sharing with other NRP programs and with DOD programs 
eons1stent with technical compatibility and maintenance o~ 
program security. 

(b)( 1 ) 
(b)(3) 10 USC ~ 424 
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As it is necessary to display STS workload requirements 
for NRP missions at the DOD SECRET level for integration 
with other DOD workload, Support Mission designations are 
used to identify requirements without reference to NRP pro
grams. Table 5 breaks out NRP programs by support mission 
and indicates the first Shuttle launch for each program at 
KSC or VAFB as appropriate. All subsequent l.aunches are on 
the Shuttle. Table 6 presents the sanitized launch model 
corresponding to Table 5. This-input is combined with in
puts from other DOD programs to construct the DOD Space 
Mission Model which is provided for reference as Table 7. 

A word of caution in interpretation of STS launch require
ments is. in order. :):n all-tables displaying launch-oriented 
workload, some potential for ride sharing is suggested.' For 
example, see the "total Shuttle flights" line for ESL and 
"~s in Table 7. Since detailed compatibility of payloads 
can only be determined on a case-by-case basis and cannot be' 
assessed at this time, any total Shuttle launch flight 
numbers should be viewed with caution. The totals by fiscal 
year in Tables I and 5 must be understood as payloads for 
delivery into orbit plus I I This number is,· 
clearly an upper bound on scheduled shuttie 1aunches. Because 
o! ride sharing, the real number of Shuttle 1auncbes to meet 
scheduled requirements will likely be less. ~he policy for 
~ payload ride sharing is that NRP programs will consider 
rlde,sharing with other NRP programs and with DOD programs 
eonslstent with technical compatibility and maintenance of 
program security. 

(b)( 1 ) 
(b)(3) 10 USC ~ 424 
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A similar caveat applies to mission sharing, i.e., the 
compatibility of accompiishing more than one type of workload 
on a single STS flight. The retrieval of a p~yload following 
delivery of a similar .payload is an example for which mission 
compatibility was assumed in Table 1. Retrieval, repair and 
service operations in conjunction with a payload delivery 
or] ] could,become very complicated because of 
specialized equipment for these tasks which would need to be 
carried by the Shuttle. Hence, mission compatibility can 
only be assessed on a case-by-case basis, cannot be determined 
at this time, and will only be possible when essential program 
security can be maintained throughout the 'mission. 

In support of th~ OMB-directed study of Space Transportat
ion System Flight Control Requirements, NRP STS workload in 
sanitized form was transmitted to SAMSO for in~lusion,in the 
consolidated STS workload forecast and security baseline. 
That submittal is inclosed as Attachment 2. Table 1 of 
Attachment 2 can be directly compared with Table 1 in the m~;~ 
body of this report. (b)(1) 

(b)(3) 
Table 2 displays NRP potential contingency STS workloa10 USC ..1 424 

It includes applicable programs currently shown in the DOD 
Space Mission Model. Additionally, an] 
I I ZEUS con tingencLy-m-l.~· s-s~i-o-c-n-s------'f~r-o-m-e-----'i-;-t'-h-e----'r 
ELS or Vandenberg. The I Iprograms both are 
protecting for one contingency delivery1ret~ieval mission or 
one repair/service mission each year. 'For planning purposes, 
these are shown in alternate years commencing in FY 85. Since 
contingency workload on each of the programs shown mayor may 
not occur in any given year, an estimated range of one to 
three contingency support missions is shown for each year. 
Similarly, the number of contingency operations which might 
occur through 1991 is conservatively estimated as 3 to 10. 

Contingency wo~kload is not presently incorporated in the 
DOD Space Mission Model. Table 2 of Atch' 2 directly cor
responds to Table 2 of the main body of this report and trans
mitted contingency requirements for use in ~he OMB study. 

Table 3 presents NRP potential R&D'workload for the STS. 
: N~ R&D workload is presently incorporated in the DOD Space 

S~l.on Model. The R&D workload encompasses both program/ 
P~Ject oriented R&D and a sustaining p~ogram of brassboard, 
~.system, and component testing. tVhile not all items on 
tr7s.agenda of R&D activities will come to pass, a non
eol.Vl.al fraction will be carried out. If successful, they 

uld result in new capabilities and be reflected in scheduled 
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or contingency workload in the out years. Some new systems 
may replace or lessen the need for present systems. Such 
possibilities are not reflected in Tables 1 or 2 above since 
to do so would be unduely speculative and perhaps imply 
analyses which have not been done, for example preferred 
mixes of imagery, SIGINT, or crisis support assets. Each R&D 
project is briefly described in accompanying footnotes. 

r 

Some potential R&D projects could involve on-orbit con
struction beginning in the 1990 time frame. We envision 
dedicated shuttle flights, extensive RMS and EVA act~vity, 
and usually multiple launches to support construction of a 
single system. Mission duration is difficult to predict at 
this time because of uncertainties in payload size and weight, 
orbiter support services and kits, and orbiter station keep
ing needs. For purposes of this report, a typical construc
tion mission is assumed to use one flight for station keeping 
with a MOL-type life support system in the cargo bay to 
support the construction crew for several days to a few 'weeks. 
One or two other dedicated flights would deliver hardware to 
orbit. 

The' shuttle cargo bay cnaract~rization experiments to _ 
potentially start in FY-8l and the integration system experi
ments in the FY-83, 84 and 85 period derive from studies, 
conceptual designs and limited hardware tests conducted or 
now underway. For example, BYEMAN I lis defining 
instrumentation and experiments to characterize the cargo bay 
environment so as to provide more comprehensive design 
criteria for other NRP payloads transitioning to the shuttle. 
The integrated system experiments c~n be developed to meet the 
schedUle depicted in Table-3 if a commitment to the particular 
experiment is made in FY-80 witb appropriate funding in sub
&equent years. Therefore, schedules shown are possible and 

,realistic given program go-aheads but must be unqerstood as 
POtential workload not approved at this time. 

, On average, 3-4 subsystem experiments per year are ex-
~ted commencing in FY-86. These experiments will capitalize 
~man in space as an experimenter to demonstrate technology 

'.. ,to test, checkout, 'and space test subsystem hal;'dware. 
,~ange of 3-9 component tests per ye~r are anticipated. 
~component tests are typically lightweight (up to 250 
~ .) sealed cannisters of about five cubic feet volume. 
~.~s.accessible by four commands from the payload 

lallst. Component tests are compatible with NASA's 
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"getaway special" space tests fo!," experimenters advertised 
for $10,000. While subsystem and component tests will be 
ride-share, space available shuttle cargo, tbey nonetheless 
represent important workload in integration, crew activity 
planning and training, and operational support. Table 3 in 
Atch 2 summarizes potential R&D workload devoid of program 
specific detail so it can be used for workload planning by 
the SAMSO and NASA. 

Table 4 summarizes all ,potential STS workload in 
scheduled, contingency, 'and R&D (dedicated, ride-share, and 
small package ride-share). The potential range of NRP 
activity is shown for each fiscal year. The small package 
(space available" ride-share) and subsystem R&D is displayed 
separately at the bottom. With the exception of scheduled 
workload, a range of activity through FY-91 is shown. The 
scheduled workload is essentially captured in the present DOD 
Space Mission Model but all other contingency and R&D work
load is not. Beqause of uncertainties in demand for con
tingency support, the cumulative total through FY-91 is not 
additive across columns but rather is our estimate of the 
range of contingency support over the seven year period. 
Similarly, the range of all scheduled, contingency qnd R&D 
workload is not always directly additive in each fiscal year 
column. Instead, a deflated range of activity is displayed 
wnich in our judgement accounts for uncertainties in con
tingency demand and R&D program starts. 

The STS workload presented herein can provide a basis to 
~recast demand for flight planning, flight readiness, and 
night control activities, personnel and facilities. This 
,bput when combined with other DOD space program workload is 
tAe forcing function to drive support requirements. In this 
~nt, no attempt has been made to analyze or derive 
~~~~f~rmation functions which relate the forcing function to 
~lflC task loadings on facilities, trainiQg devices, 
~~nnel, control rooms, orbiters, A~P eguipment, time on 

.t, etal. That essential task is the next step. 

~~chuse of mission sharing and ride-sharing, projections of 
:~~ uttle days on orbit arefrought with considerable un
-~ t:(., A two day duration might typify free-flyer pay
",~~l:very with an additional day if a retrieval of a like 
~Cin 1.S accomplished on the same mission_ Repair" 

, 9 ~r retrieval missions would likely require about 
.".~~blt days per satellite contacted. On orbit duration 
... il1s c;:al ZEUS mission is 21 days. At three scheduled 

'" S1.ons per year and potential contingency missions 
'" 
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whose duration could approach 21 days, the use of thcSTS in 
al Irepresents a significant portion of DOD I $ on.,.. 
.orbit requirement. " ,\,' -, 

", 

In the late 1980s, follow-on operational versions of' J' 
several R&D systems desi ned for contingency support will ,,,: ,; 
operate in the and potentially increase Shuttle , .- 'I 

on-orbit time. As note earlier, contingency workload could, :' :;! 
be understated because the full potential for the STS as a "t:,j 
mission platform to suppo:rt crisis and wartime needs is not.ldl 
clear at present. (b)(1)::Ji,r; 

(b)(3) 10 USC ~ 424: r CONCLUSIONS 
'I'; 

• 
The NRO workload is not properly estimated in the current 

mission model, which is essentially payload-delivery oriented. 

Contingency 
significant and 
exploitation of 
crews for these 

workloaq in support of crisis operations is 
probably understated because the full potential 
the STS is not yet understood and readiness of 
missions must be maintained. 

Projected NRP R&D workload includes a few dedicated flights 
but most are ride-share candidates. R&D workload will ~e 
superimposed upon the scheduled' NRP, and DOD work) oad. 

Three NRP payload delivery and I ~ are 
scheduled prior to FY-85 :II--------~_=_---.-...-.----,.,..,___-~I in FY-82, 
another in FY .. 8 3, and an I I J.n FY- 3. 

~------------------

Because of lack of experience; requirements for repair/ 
servicing and retrieval are probably understated' by the pro
grams surveyed. 

On-orbit construction when it occurs significantly impacts 
on-orbit time requirements. 

Workload estimates in this review provide a conservative 
basis from ,which to project flight planning, flight readiness 
and flight control requirements for national programs. 
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SECURITY 

I~TRODOCTIQ~ 

Space systems are now being described at the highest 
national level as the most valuable and dependable source 
of foreign intelligence for the United States. In addition, 
adaptations and modifications are underway to provide real
time intelligence from'space systems to ~ilitary commands 
and the,battlefield environment. The continued availability 
of satellites for accurate and timely intelligence has be
come crucial for critical diplomatic and defense decisions. 

A vast amount of evidence has been compiled on the Soviet 
efforts to defeat the effectiveness of the United States' 
space-based intelligence collection efforts. The focus of 
this program is to employ deception and to camouflage, cover 
up and conduct ~ctivities out of range, sequen~e or scope of 
the U.S. space/intelligence systems. In support of these 
operations a well-developed satellite alert system is in 
effect. Generally, the'total program is referred to by the 
U.S. Intelligence Community as the Cover, Camouflage and 
Deception Program (CC&D). By understanding system missions' 
operational capability and deployment strategy, scenes can be 
contrived, decoys employed, spu~ious electronic signals issued 
and dis information fed through collected communication channels 
to mislead national planners and military commanders to wrong 
decisions. In recognition of the critical relationship be
tween success in keeping the intelligence methods and sources 
from the target state and the continued success of the col
lection mission, the principal objective of NRO security is 

\ to reduce the effectiveness of Soviet CC&D against the NRP 
collection program. 

The employment of the Space Transportation System. 
(Shuttle) and supporting systems, if properly approached and 
secured, offers the opportunity to counter the effects of 
Soviet CC&D through more imaginative space operations and 
better security than now exists. The Shuttle itself will 
provide a standard launcncocoon enabling the obscuration of 
all payloads. To capitalize on these, opportunities, BYEMAN 
compartmentation and the day-to~day intelligence standards of 
security must be incorporated as an integral part of the 
Shuttle/l~RP mission operations, flight planning and prepara
tions activity. Inherent in these procedures are strict 
access and observation control of all mission-revealing in
formation and activity. Considering the long-term investment 
in each space intelligence ~ollection system, a short fall in 
security would not be prudent. 
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Protecting system capabilities involves safeguarding 
information which reveals: 

Missions and Mission Elements 

Design Capabilities and Limitations 

Actual/Demonstrat~d Capabilities and Limitations 

System Vulnerabilities and Measures Taken to Enhance 
Survivability 

Products, i.e., Raw Processed Data and Analyses 

Further, protecting system capabilities involve denying, 
.delaying and misdirecting enemy countermeasures. 

Protecting system modus operandi involves safeguarding 
information which reveals: 

Tasks, Tasking Priorities, Tasking Response 

Synergisms Between Systems, System Dependencies 

Operations Concept as Designed and as Implemented 

Deployment Strategy, Schedule, Pipeline Response 

System Status 

Ground Station Missions and Capabilities 

Support Systems 

Security is used to create and enhance a protected en
vironment for the conduct of NRP space operations. This 
includes: 

Support Favorable International Relations 
(b)( 1 ) 
(b)(3) 10 USC ~ 424 

Legitimacy of Space Systems 

Physical Electromagnetic, Communications, Operations 
and Personnel Security 

Public information 
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Protection of Relationships/Associations, between U.S. 
government organizations, and between government 

, organiz~ttions, contractors and individuals 

NRP security is developed and carried out within the 
above framework. In'this study, NRP security needs were 
analyzed in the framework of STS operations as described 
next. 

METHODOLOGY 

Each NRP program develops appropriate security classifi
cation guidance covering all aspects Of its development and 
operation including both sensitive compartmented activities 
and less sensitive non-compartmented activities such as 
some launch base and range support for which DOD collateral 
security provides adequate protection. In this review, the 
study team and the program offices identified information, 
operations and procedures involved in'shuttle flight plan
ning, flight readiness and flight control which require 
security protection. Basic criteria for determining the 
classification of any item of information derive from the 
need to protect sensitive sources and methods and thereby 
enhance the effectiveness of NRP space systems as discussed 
above. 

STS flight operations wherever conducted will involve 
- Flight Planning, Flight Readiness and Flight Control activi

ties. These activities are based on the successful pattern 
followed by NASA on the APOLLO and SKYLAB missions. While 
no program has fully gone through the steps leading to a 
STS launch, a comprehensive description of the tasks ex
pected in each activity has recently been published as the 
Mission Operations Plan for the DOD Space Transpo.rtation 
System Prog:r:o.m~ BAMSO-LV-'O 020, Jan 1979. The detailed 
descriptions' in this document were not available to all 
system program offices at the time of this survey, but very 
brief, generalizecl descriptions of the twenty-one fU,nctions 
inc~uded in-flight planning, readiness and control were pro
vided. :Each program was asked to assess the highest 
security level ~equired to conduct progr~m specific tasks 
in each of the twenty-one functions. Each was asked to 
indicate why this security level was necessary. This data 
enables estimation of the security envelope needed by each 
program and by the NRP as a whole for these activities. 

The initial inputs received from the program offices 
surveyed reflected not onJ-y the differe'nt needs of the 
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individual programs but also suggested that the program 
offices had different interpretations. of the tasks and in
formation needs of each of the 21 functions. That depth 
of i~sight can only be gleaned from study of the compre
hens~ve LV-0020 document or extensive personal experience 
with manned spaceflight operations planning. In the opinion 
of the NRP STS requirements study team, the programs have 
probably tended to underestimate secu~ity needs because they 
lacked full appreciation of the extent to which sensitive 
program data permeates the flight operations planning, readi
ness and control process. As a result, the study team 
developed more detailed descriptions of each of the 21 func
tions for review by the program offices. The results of the 
second security assessment are shown in Table 8. The de
tailed descriptio'ns, Attachment 1 to this Annex, are provided 
for reference. 

SECURITY.REQUI~MENTS ASSESSMEN~ 

Table 8 summarizes the highest security level assessed 
by each program as necessary to accomplish each of the 
tyenty-one functions. A requirement for sensitive compart
mented information means that TOP SECRET or SECRET' BYEMAN 
information is involved in tha~ activity. In rare instance~, 
SI/TK information may be involved. 

, The security requjrements shown are inaependent of where 
the activity is to take place, i.e., in a DOD Shuttle Opera
tions Center, at Johnson Space Center, at a contractor's 
facility or at any other government facility., Further, no 
effort has been made to asses~ how the requirement might be 
met at any given facility. Alternatives to satisfy these 
requirements at various locations are to be addressed in the 
OMB-directed study of alternative shuttle control options. 

Table 9' summarizes NRP STS security requirements by 
workload class for each of the 21 functions ~omprising the 
!light planning, readiness and control elements. In some 
instances a range of security requirements is shown to re
flect differences in program needs or that one or more levels 
are believed necessary. The overall NRP requirement is . 
stated in the last column. The abbreviation TSC standing 
for TOP SECRET Compartmented means a TOP SECRET BYEMAN, 
SECRET BYEMAN or rarely, SI/TK information is required for 
that function. The term TSC is used to convey this meaning 

-to the non-BYEMAN, non-compartmented world .. Table 5 in 
Attachment 2 corresponding directly to Table, 9 here was 
used to transmit the overall highest security requirements 
from SAFSP to SAMSO/LV for use in ~nalyzing shuttle opera-
tion control needs. 

TOP 3EC~ET 
,- -
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TABLE,9 

STS SE::URITY REQUIREMENT'S B,1l.SELINE - SlJ~~1ARY 

WORKLOAD CLASS 

STS HISS ION OPERATIONS ELEMENT 

REPAIR 
& CO!llSTRtlC-

*FiIGHT PLANNING DEPLOY PALLET RCTRIEVAL SERVICE TION 

1. Flight Feasibility Analysis TSC TSC TSC TSC TSC 
2. Payload Flight Support S~TSC S~TSC S~TSC S~TSC S~TSC 

Requirements Development 
3. STS Utilization Planning (Payload SO+TSC S~TSC S~TSC S-+TSC S 

Mix, Fl,ight Assignment) 
4. STS Flight Oesign SO+TSC S~TSC S~TSC S-7TSC TSC 
S. Upper Stage Flight Design N/A~TSC N/A N/A RIA N/A-:+TSC 
6. Flight Crew Activities Planning ~TSC S4TSC S-?TSC S~TSC TSC 

*FLIGHT READINESS . 
.. ' 

1. Flight Data'File Preparation S~TSC S~TSC S";-TSC S~TSC TSC 
2. SSV On-Board Digital Gata S~TSC S~TSC S-nsc S4TSC TSC 

Load Preparation 
3. Upper stage On-Board Digital R/A4TSC R/A N/A tllA N/A~TSC 

Data Load PreparatiOn 
4. Flight Crew Training S , TSC S , TSC S , TSC S , TSC S , TSC 
S. SSV f'light Operations Support S ~TSC ~TSC S~SC TSC 

Personnel Training 
6. Payload Flight Operations TSC TSC TSC TSC N/A~TSC 

Support Personnel Training 
7. Integrated Rehearsals and S-+TSC S-tTSC S4TSC S~TSC TSC 

Simulations 

*FLIGHT CONT!'.OL 

l. SSV Flight Operations Planning S S~TSC S~TSC S7TSC S-+TSC 
2. Payloa~ Flight Operations TSC TSC TSC TSC TSC 

Planning 
3. SSV PrelaUnch Operations S S S S S 
4. Payload Prelaun~h operations S S S S S 
5.,:.. SSV Flight Ope:ations Support S~TSC S-+1'SC S~SC s;.'!'SC S 

Claunch, on-orbit, recovery) 
6. P3yload Flight Oper3tions 'l'SC ':'~ 'I'SC TSC TSC 

Support 
7. SsV Operations Post-Flight S S~'l'SC 5-o+TSC S4'l'SC S~TSC 

Analysis 
8. Payload Operations Post-Flight TSC TSC TSC TSC 'l'SC 

Analysis ., 
" 

.. 
Ref: DOD STS Mission Operation Plan (SAMSO{LV-0020. Jan 79), 

1tEY: S • 000 SECRET 
TSC • TOP SECRET compar~ntcd 
N1A • Not Applicable 

~ lndicll tQS Ra,nge of R-:.-rr:1 i rcm~nt 
, IndiC:.3t.·s both secur1ly l~vels arc required 

.... ~ ,_ ....... ," .,. i 
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DISCUSSIO~ 

In this section we draw some general observations re
ga~ding'security needs specified by NRP programs and pro
jects. We shall also present a f~w detailed examples to 
illust~ate why compartmented security is required. Lastly, 
having surveyed the NRP projects and'summarized their 
security needs with respect to space sbuttle planning and 
operations, we draw out some characteristics of operations 
on the shuttle which tend toward, if not demand, compart
mentation. 

Consider Tables 8 and 9. In general, NRP programs require 
compartmented security to conduct Flight Planning because a great 
deal of program information which reveals mission, operations, 
identity or capability of the spacecraft is exposed up to four 
years prior to launch. NRP, programs will need compartmented ' 
facilities including appropriate computers, analysis and engineer
ing aids, simulators and crew acti vi,ty planning capabilities. 
While some aspects of STS flight design may be done at the DOD 
Secret level, most require compartmented security protection 
because 'of sensitive program-specific information. There is 
essentially no diffe~ence in security requirements for the 
flight planning functions across the- five categories qf NRP 
workload. Differences between the overall NRP security require
ment and the security needs of specific programs are usually 
caused by program-specific items such as upper stages or the 
amoUnt of crew interaction. ~_ -

Overall, NRP programs require compartmented security to 
adequately conduct Flight Readiness functions. We found essen
tially no differences in security requirements across the 
workload categories from payload delivery to construction. 
Flight data files used by the crew will necessarily contain 
compartmented data; hence, areas in which they are prepared must 
be compartmented. The digital data loads for the SSV and any 
upper stage may contain compartmented information if the computers 
on the SSV or upper stage support checkout or operations of NRP 
payloads. Mission specific software and data loads for these 
computers must be developed in compartmented areas. While much 
flight crew training can be generic, a great deal of payload 
specialist training will nec~ssarlly be program specific, hands
on work with the real hardware or computer-aided simulations 
USing the real parameters. Tbe missions are too important to do 
otherwise. 
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Flight Readiness el~inent requires the most intensive 
security environment, especially with regard to providing 
realistic training for flight erew proficiency and man/machine 
compatibility. This is the arena where engineering concepts, 
procedural approaches, techniques and individual flight crew 
member abilities are tested and evaluated. Actual paYload 
hardware/procedures must be tested to measu+e capabilities, 
establish timel:i,.nes, and explore contingency situations. Work
around methods to satisfy security requirements could jeopardize 
mission success if proper familiarity is not achieved during 
flight simulations/rehearsals. Fully compartmented si~ulation/ 
rehearsal techniques are mandatory for the ~ort~ons of the 
flight directly related to or ~nteractive w~th the paylo~d. 
Flight operations support perso~nel in many cases must receive 
very specifiG program training to adequately understand and 
prope+ly support NRP operations. Payload support operations 
personnel at the STC and coordinatiop personnel at the SSV 
flight control center require compartmented training._ 

Compartmented (secul:"ity is required to adeqlJately conduct 
Flight Control functions for NRP programs. Flight Control func
tions are easiest for deployable free-flyers. If events always 
proceeded nominally, then DOD Secret could suffice for this type 
of workload. aowever, the use of the ~ayload Specialist and the 
Orbiter avionics-and computer for troubleshooting or operations 
drives tow~rd compartrnentation bec~use of the presence of progr~ 
specific information. 

Turning finally to the flight control elements, SSV pre
launch activities are often adequately protected at,the DOD Secret 
level since payloads are essentially inert at this time and most 
activities are Of a readiness nature. The security level required 
fOr SSV flight operations support of NRP programs varies depend~ng 

·on the p~rticular program. In general, the greater the crew 
interaction with the payload and the more frequently the Orbiter 
itself ml,lst support the payload operation through ~aneuvers of al.i 
kinds, the gr~ater is the need for compartmented security. In 
particular, reaction to and resolution of an Orbiter or a payload 
system anomaly will require close coordination between Flight 
Control and Payload Opel:"ations personnel. An Orbiter problem 
can affect payload tasking, ~elay payload deployment or threaten 
payload health, while a payload problem could require changes to 
Orbiter flight schedule, attitude, power' system Or even threaten 
Orbiter health. A coordination process which requires security 
workarounds becomes unacceptable when O~bite~/crew/payload inter
action is great. In all cases, compartmented areas are needed 
for on-orbit payload support operations. Most post-flight 
assessments of STS performance can be conducted at the bOD Secret 
level, but some may require compartmented protection. 

TOP SECRET 
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Some qeneralized securi tv requirements emerged. I 

I A second common area ~s data displays. 
~M~an--y--p-a-y~l~o--a~d--r-e~l~a~t~e-d~~d~~~splays will be 'strictly compartmented. 
Common Orbiter displays available in flight control roomS and 
multi-purpose support rooms will have to be revieweo that 
mission-revealing info~mation is properly protected. 

~he software builo and verification process is not well 
unoerstood by DOD and few programs have made any plans to 
exploit the Orbiter's computers. The feasibility of isolating 
one of the Orbiter's general purpose computers has been analyzed 
by IBM. * They qeterIDined that cur~ently-available me~sures in 
tbe Orbiter's data processing system would provide at lea~t 
three levels of depth in system-to-system isolation for security. 
The ~oftware build and verification of such capabilities would 
likely be compartmented. (b)(1) 

(b)(3) 10 USC ~ 424 

CHAAACTER~ST::rCS WHI9:H TEND .'rOWARD COMPARTMENTATION IN_pTS OPERAT;tONS 

Several factors to the extent each is present in Flight 
Planning, Flight Readiness and Flight Control activities demand 
or push toward specially compartmented security for that activity. 
Table 10 lists these factors. The first factor, discussed ~n the 
Introduction to the Security Section of ~-this report, provides the 
fundamental basis for classification. The remaining factors were 
not themselves used as criteria to judge whether or not cornpa+t
mented security is needed. Rather, ,these factors emerge as 
independent explanations and descriptions of those situations 
wherein compartmented STS fligbt operations have been found to 
be necessary employing fundamental criteria for classification of 
program information. 

The mere presence of one or more of these explanatory factors 
does not of itself always guarantee that compartmented security 
must be implemented. In Some instances' lower levels of clas~ifi~ 
cation can provide adequate protection. Factors 8 and 9, although 
not explicitly addressed here, will require compartmentea infor
mation~ Each of ,these factors is discussed briefly below: 

* Orbiter Avionics Software Integration Study: Analysis 0; 
Orbiter Systeins t9 Meet MASE RequlremeI).tsRES 78-11-1, IBM Federal 
Systems D~v, Houston, TX, 17 Apr 1979 
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TABLE 10 

CHARACTERISTICS OF STS OPERATIONS WHICH TEND TOWARD REQUIRING COMPARTMENTED SECURITY 

1. When mission, payload, capability and modus operandi of 
national progxams is revealed 

2. When payload operations require extensive coordination 
with STS flight control 

3. When STS on-board computers support NRP payloads 

4. Wheri non-nominal payload conditions occur (Payload Specialists) 

5. When basic Orbiter data is mission, capability, identity or 
modus operandi revealing 

6. When payload data is available through the Orbiter 

7. When general and special crew training procedures and equipment 
contain indicators of the mission or operations 

8. When the STS and crew are directly involved in crisis support, 
compartmented operations or military support 

9. When the STS and crew are involved in space defense operations 

10. Past experience suggests there are other reasons not yet discovered 
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1. MISSION/PAYLOAD IDENTIFY/CAPABILITY/MODUS OPERANDI 
REVEALING DATA . 

Information revealing the above must be appropriately pro
tected. C~rtain information which directly reveals the above for 
a specific NRP program is compartmen~eq. Other information 
less directly revealing may nonetheless be classified because 
it is an indicator which combined with other information may 
reveal the abov,e. In each case, specific tradeoffs are made 
considering security risk, cost of protection', operational factors, 
etc. Wherever this information is contained, it must be protected 
appropriately; e.g. software"people, data bases, displays, voice 
corom, simulators, rehearsals, hardware, classrooms, etc. 

POTENTIAL USERS 

AREAS AfFECTED 

ALL NRP PROGRAMS 

TRAINING 
'FLIGHT CONTROL ROOM (FCR) 
MULTI-PUF~OSE SUPPORT ROOM (MPSR) 
COMPUTERS 
DISPLAYS 
SIMULATORS 
SGFTWARE.DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY (SOL) 
DATA BASES & FILES 
DOCUMENTATION 

2. WHEN PAYLOAD OPERATIONS REQUIRE EXTENSIVE COORDINATIO~/ 
INTERACT~ON WITH STS F~~GHT CONTROL 

When'NRP payload operations, rendezvous, r,~trieval andserv1c1ng 
activities, controlled from the DOD POCC reqiire very frequent and 
extensive coordination and interaction with the -MCC controlling-. the 
S5V, then it becomes imperative that the MCC :fCR be fully capable of 
comp~rtmented discussions and exchanges wi th the DOD POCC. COIIJ.part
men ted support in real-time or near real-time for the STS could be 

critical to mission success. Coordination between the FCR and POCC 
is enhanced if they can communicate at the compartmented level on 
compartmented programs. When coordination between the FCR and POCC 
is minimal or on a relaxed timeline, the need for a compartmented 
FeR and associated MPSR and f~ight support is decreased. 

POTE;NTIAL USERS 

ARE~~ AFFEC'rEO 

Palletized Payloads; Retrieval, 
Repair & Service Operations 

FCR 
MPSR 
DISPLAYS 
VOICE 

. TELEMET ~~ \ TLM) 
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3. USE OF STS ON-BOARD COMPUTERS FO~ NRP·PAYLOAD SUPPORT 

In the future, payloads will take advantage of the capabili
ties of the STS on-board computers to enhance the flexibility and 
power o.f R&D experiments, payload operations, and troubleshooting. 
The STS Orbiter computers are accessible through the Mission Con
trol Center. Hence, all rtheir data is available throughout the 
MCC. This data could be compartmented data. If so, compartmented 
security throughout the MCC would be required for protection of 
downlinked telemetry, displays and command generation. 

POTENTIAL USERS 

AREAS AFFECTED 

R&D experiments 
Troubleshooting of all payloads 

TLM l?rocessor 
Softw~re Dev Lab (command generation) 
FCR 
Displays 

4. WaEN NON-NOMINAL PAYLOAD CONDITIONS OCCUR 

When non-nominal conditions are encountered with any NRP 
payload, the payload specialist and other crewmembers will 
troubleshoot the problem and attempt repairs. Coordination, 
discussion and specific supplemental data (to include text and 
graphics) may need to be passed between the crew, the POCC and 
probably the FCR. In the future it is probable that TV pictures 
will be transmitted to the POCC and MCC to aid ground expe~ts 
in troubleshooting the problem with the crew. If the problem goes 
beyond "normal" troubleshooting procedures, compartmented i!.lfor
mation would probably need to be exchanged. Even though links 
are encrypted, the protection of the compartmented data within 
MCC would be necessary. An alternative approach would be double 
encrypt all data (compartmented voice and data) so as to keep the 
MCC completely out of the compartmented troubleshooting loop. 
This is probably unacceptable from a mission control standpoint. 

PO'l'ENTIAL USER!:) 

AREAS AFFECTED 
All NR? programs for Troubleshooting 

Voice (Comm crew~ground) 
Text & Graphics 
Di~plays (Video & Console) 
FCR (VOICE) 
DOD POCC (Compartmented Security 

already provided) 
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5. WHEN BASIC ORBITER DATA IS M:(SSION/CA.PABItITY/ID~~NTITY/ 
OR MODUS OPERANDI .REVEALI~G 

When NRP payloads particularly those which use the Orbiter 
as a mission platform may find that Orbiter data available in 
the SSV downlinked TLM is itself mission revealing. Examples 
include characteristic power drain, program - specific maneuvers, 
and precise attitude stabilization which are available in tele
metry or the state vector. In the current JSC baseline for DOD 
operations, this information is intended to be protected at the 
DOD Secret level, but some NRP programs may require a higher 
classification. 

POTE:NTIAL USE.RS 

AREAS AFFECTEP 

Any Payload requiring precision 
pointing 

TLM Processing Computers 
Computers 
Displays 
FCR 
Network Corom Data Quality 

Monitoring 
MPSR 

6. WHEN PAYLOAD DATA IS AVAILABLE THROUGH THE ORBI~ER 

This situation is not normally a sec.urity problem for DOD 
payloads whose data is encrypted before passing to the STS 
payload data interleaver for encryption again pefore down
linking. In this case payload data after its first decryption 
at the MCC remains encrypted and is passed through to the DOD 
POCC. If a payload did not provide its own encryption or if 
the Payioad Specialist's voice is not passed through the pay
load's encryption, compartmented information could be present at 
the MCC after decryption. 

PO'l;'ENTIAL PSERS 

ARE';.s AFFECTED 

All Payload Specialist Voice 
None presently for Payload Data 

TLM Computer 
Displays 
TI.,M Recorders 
FCR 
MPSR 
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·7. ~vI{E,:N GEN~RAL AND SPECIAL C~W TRA:r.NING PROCEDURES AND 
EQUIPMENT CQNTAIN .J:NDICATORS Of THE MISSION OR OPERATIONS 

Crewmembers, especially Payload Specialists, will require 
facilities where procedures, techniques, man-machine inter
faces, timelines, troubleshooting methods, etc., can be 
developed and verified for each NRP paylo~d. The full range 
of contingency payload conditions and payload/Orbiter interfaces 
must be explored and rehearsed by the crew before flight readi
ness can be certified. 'Crews must train with the real hardware 
and participate in full-up simulations involving payload tasking 
and control activities and generation of real or high fidelity 
payload data. To do less is to fail to exploit the crew 
capabilities, provide improper or misleading training or readi
ness assessments, and potentially jeopardize the mis$ion. 

NEED FOR SECVRITY PROTE~TION 

In this final section we provide several examples of 
sensitive NRP payload data and operating procedures. 

Sensitive program information must be protected far ahead 
of the launch date for a particular system. It has been shown 
that knowledge of the mass properties of ~ satellite, useage 
schedule for expendables, etc., can be used to derive an accu
rate physical description. This information, together with 
actual or estimated deployment parameters permits assessments 
of the satellite's performance and mission. The referenced 
report concludes that the high correlation to mission type 
makes payload mass properties highly revealing. 

Knowledge of antenna diameter and orbital parameters 
alone permits estimates of tbe azimuthal resolution of an 
orbiting radar. Advanced knowledge of capability enables an 
adversary time to develop strategy and countermeasures to 
defeat Or exploit the systems. The time required to conceive 
and implement camouflage, cover and deception programs is 
often times less than we require to develop, test and field an 
operational space-based synthetic aperture radar for intelli
gence collection.· 

Visual data on NRP sateilites must be protected because it 
permi ts estimation of key parameters, ·such· as antenna size and 
frequency, both key par~meters in system gain calculations. 
When combined with orbital parameters and estimates of receiver 

* Mass Properties Co~relation, BIF-I07W-42003-77, 13 Oct 77 
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sensitivity, the m~n~mum signal strength collectible by the 
system can be judged. Such knowledge·could enable an 
adversary to design his telemetry trans~itters for low power 
operation to preclude effective collection of test range 
data on new missile systems. 

Knowledge of physical properties or visqal pict~res of a 
satellite allows estimation of frequency coverage. This 
knowledge permits an adversary to plan emission control pro
cedures for use when the satellite is in view. 

General and special crew training and procedures can be 
very clear indicators of satellite mission and operation. The 
crew must train on realistic simulators, with the actual hard
ware, and interface with operational organizations. The 
mission-specific training hardware/software and patterns of 
crewmernber activities require protection since they reveal not 
only mission but are schedule indicators since typical Sh~ttle 
activity planning timelines have been published openly. 

Crew activity timelines, even devoid of mission specific 
details I. may be coml,;dned with externally derived Orbiter posi
tion data from space tracking sensors to make·estimates of 
areas of interest over which u.s. payloads are operating and 
thereby indicate tasking patterns or call attention to an 
overlooked area. Further, Orbiter attitude and positioning in 
conjunction with certain ~ayload Specialist operations or 
Orbiter telemetry data; e.g., power drain could indicate a 
photoreconnaissance mission. 

Orbital parameters and launch times of NRP payloads require 
protection far in advance of launch dates. Some missions by 
their very nature require specific parameters (e.g. sun angle, 
inclination, period orbital altitude) which over a period of time 
become characteristic signatures of those missions. Surp~ise can 
and has paid big dividends in collections. The early intelli
gence take before the adversary has time to sort out the mission 
of the newly-launched payload and implement ceo activity is 
Usually the most valuable. Similarly, knowledge of orbital 
parameters and even gross schedule information enables corre
lation with past activity and divulges replenishment strategy. 

Tight effective security permits us to capitalize on 
S~~rise, take advantage of cover opportunities provided by 
s~~lar ~ssions, and delay, confuse and misdirect enemy 
countermeasures. 
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STS FLIGHT OPERATIONS DEFINITIONS 

- FLIGHT PLANNING 

- FLIGHT READINESS 

- FLIGHT CONTROL 

NOTICE REGARDING SECURITY 
MARKING OF THIS A.pPENDIX 

* 

... ..L.~/U-J-I;:; 

Information in this Attac~ent' has been extracted 
from the unclassified document Mi~sion OperatioI15. 
Pl~n for the DOD Space TranspoJ;tation System l;>rb
gram, SAMSO-LV-0020, dated January 1979. However, 
these extracts were annotated to assist NRP pro
gram offices (and subsequent readers) in making 
assessments of the security levels required to 
carry out various Shuttle flight planning, readi
ness and control activities. Any annotations and 
comments involving the terms NRP, NRO, or BYEMAN 
cause the page to be marked TOP SECRET/BYEMAN or 
SECRET/BYEMAN. 

M;ission Operations Plan for tbe OOD Space Transporta-
tion System Program, SAMSO-~V-0020, Jan 79 

- TOP 3ECRET 
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The following information has been extracted from the 
Mission Operations Plan for the DOD Space Transportation Program, 
SAMSO-LV-0020, Jan 1979, a comprehensive roadmap and description 
of activities expected to be involved in the flight planning, 
readiness and control of DOD missions using the Shuttle. These 
extracts were prepared to give the program offices (and SUbsequent 
readers) insight into each of the activities involved so they may 
begin to appreciate workload implications, agencies involved, and 
security concerns which arise in each. 

NOTE: The Mission'Operations Plan (SAMSO-LV-0020) as base
lined assumes JSC as the Shuttle Planning and Control Center so 
activities and events presented typify that flow. The reader 
should keep this in mind when reviewing the following extracts. 
However, nearly all the activity presented is generic and must 
be accomplished somewhere, i.e., at DOD, contractor, or NASA 
facilities as may be determined. 

In the following extracts, the symbol "00" is occasionally 
used to flag attention to those activities consid~red likely to 
involve compartmented information. 

FLIGHT PL~ING FUNCTIONS 

Flight Planning Functions include: 

1. Flight feasibility analysis 
2. Payload flight support requirements deve,lopment 
3. Utilization planning (of th~ STS) 
4. STS flight design 
5. Upper stage flight design 
6. Flight crew activity planning 

Each function is described in greater detail below so assessments 
of the security level necessary for each can be made: 

1.1 The Flight Fe~sibility Analysi~ function performs the planning, 
technIcal anal,yses and interagency 'coordination to eliminate any 
serious questions about the capability of the STS to support user 
flight requirements. It begins up to four years prior to launch 
and ends with completion of the spacecraft preliminary design review. 
Program data is revealed throughout the supporting agency structure 
(e.g., to SAMSO/LV, AFSCF, launch bases, and NASA) as necessary agree
ments and documentation to establish pro,gram support. Data included 
is: 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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Spacecraft Data ap~ Flight Objectives, Schedules 
lnterface Requirements boc~ents 
STS Flight Requirements, Constraints ~nd Assumptions 
Design Reference Missions 
Contingency Analysis Guide 
Spacecraft PDR Datg 
Mission Interface Verification Plan 

Some key o~tputs of this function ~~e: 

An Interface Requirements Document including: 

Ground Operations 
Flight Operations 
Spacecraft Subsystems 
Security 
Environment 

A MissiOn Interface Verification Plan 

A Flight Feasibility Review and Sp~cecraft PDR 

STS Mission Plan, including requirements, constraints and 
gssumptions like: 

Launch Windows 
O~bit Parameters 
On-orbit Operations 
Contingencies 
Launch on Demand 
Crew Activities 

1. 2 Payload Flight Support Requirements DOCUIl1ellt. This function 
prep~res ~equirements for support from DOD and NASA organizations 
that perform flight operations; agreements for flight operations 
integration (Payload Integration Plan); agreements for NASA flight 
operations support; agreements for AFSCF flight Operations support. 
Satisfaction of these requirements is determined through: -

Flight Operations Review (FOR) 
Independent Readiness Review (IRR) 
Flight Readiness Reviews (FRR) 

(NASA) 
(DOD) 
(NASA) 

The Flight Operations Section of the Payload Integration Plan 
includes: 

Mission Operations 
Preliminary Mission Sceh~rio 
Orbital Requirements and Payload Control 
Parameters 
Operational Requirements and Constraints 
Prelaunch 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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:post Landing 
Flight Operations 
Flight Design 
Crew Activity Planning 
Training 
Flight Operations Control 
Command and Control Support 

(b)( 1 ) 
(b)(3) 10 USC ~ 424 

The seven PIP Annexes below are prepared. They say what SAMSO, 
the SPO and the NASA (JSC) will do and what the SPOs require
ments are: 

00 Fligbt Planning - covers flight design data, crew activi
ties-. This could be payload and mission-revealing! 

00 Flight OperatiQns Support - covers payload deci$ion points, 
communications and data management, natural environment 
support, ground controlled payload operation and procedures. 

00 Tr~ining - this provides a schedul~ and description of 
payload unique training activities and facility needs. 

00 Command & D~~a - defines specific payload ~ommands and 
measurements for any transmissions via Orbiter data links. 

NOTE: If you usel Ito contact your P/L while on the STS, 
you neeg tn~~~s~;~~~f~y~o~u only use the STC, you don't. 
POCC_ ~equirement~ - for DOD programs the STC is the POCC. 

66 Orbiter Crew Compartment - this includes detailed descrip
tions of payload items stowed in the crew cOmpartment -- \ 
Will your Payload Specialist have troubleshooting tools or 
special,EVA gear? This Section also defines nomenclature of 
payload assigned controls and displays in the aft flight deck. 
deck. 

00 Payload Data Package - this Annex requires payload programs 
to p~ovide detailed payload characteristics, such as their 
sequence of mass properties, configuration drawings of major 
elements, RF transmitter characteristics, and payload func
tj.onal data. 

1.3 Utilizatiop Plannin9.of the STS 

This function performs the technical analyses, planning and 
coordination necessary to determine a compatible grouping of pay
loads, to obtain flight assignment, and to participate in the 
Cargo Integration Review. 
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Post Landing 
Flight operations 
Flight Design 
Crew Activity Planning 
Training 
Flight Operations Control 
Command and Control Support 

~ je'.-en PIP Annexes below are prepared. They say what SAMSO, 
_ S?O and the NASA (JSC) will do and what the SPOs require-· 

00 F~Jght Planning - covers flight design data I crew activi
ties. This could be payload and mission-revealing! 

00 Flight Operations S~pport - covers payload decision points I 
cOmmunications and data management, natural environment 
support, ground controlled payload operation· and procedures. 

, CO Training - this provides a schedule and description of 
payload unique training activities and facility needs • 

. 00 Cprnmanq & Data ... defines specific payload commands and 
measurements for any transmissions via Orbiter data links. 

1 
(b)(1) 

J If you use~ to contact-your P/L whilE(b)(3) 10 USC .1..424 
you need th~~~S--ci-------;':~-:if"---::y-::-o=-:u, only use the STC, you don't. 

. poce. Requirements - for DOD programs the STC is the POCC. 

CO Orb~ter crew Compartment - this includes detailed descrip
tlons of payload ~tems stowed in the crew compartment --
Will your Payload Specialist have troubleshooting tools or 
special EVA gear? This Section also defines nomenclature of 
payload assigned contro~s and displays in the aft flight deck. 
deck. 

co Payload DataPacka.ge - this Annex requires payload programs 
to provide detailed payload characteristics, such as their 
sequence of mass properties, configuration drawings of major 
elements, RF transmitter characteristics, and payload func
tional data. 

~tilization Planning of the STS 

":'his. function performs the technical analyses, planning and :tlon necessary to determine a compatible grouping of pay
~~'1:~Qobta~n flight assignment, and to participate in the 

···,-.grat~on Review. . 
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If your payload requires a dedicated $TS flight,this step is 
no problem -- we simply reserve a fii9ht for your payload. 

,00 If you requir~ less than the full bay, you will have to 
reveal your spacecraft parameters to permit ride-sharing 
studies -- parameters like weight, volume, size, mo~ents, 
power requirements, contamination, deployment sequences, 
operations sequences, electromagnetic capability, ther~al 
needs, launch windows, sun angles, orbit parameters, etc. 
Any other ride-share candidate must likewise share such 
data with you. . 

00 DOD plans to do its own cargo integration using its Pay
load Integration Contractor. However, if NRP cargo and 
any non-DOD cargo such as NASA Or commercial cargo are 
considered for ride-sharing, procedures will have to be 
developed to protect NRP information. 

1.4 STS Flight Design 

In this function, SSV flight designs to satisfy cargo require
ments are .developed. The SSV flight design includes the trajectory, 
ground tracks, attitude and poin tin.g timelines, and consumables 
useage profiles for the SSV plus the relative motion of free-flyer 
spacecraft while in the vicinity of the Orbiter. 

Function Inputs: 

1. STS Preliminary Mission Plan:- Spacecraft Feasibility, 
Revision 1. 

2. PDR Trade Studies (Flight Operations) 
3. PDR Minutes 
4. Flight Requirements (IRD or leO) 
5. Upper Stage Preliminary Flight Design 
6. Preliminary System Analyses Results 
7. CDR Minutes 
8. Mission Interface Verification Plan 
9. Payload Mixing Report 

10. FlO {Flight Operations} 
11. Upper Stage Conceptual Flight Design 
12. sUmmary Payload Crew Activity' Plan 
13. Summary Crew Activity Plan 
14. PIP Annex for Flight Planning 
15. Upper Stage Operational Fli.ght Design 
16. Detailed Payload Crew Activity Plan 
17. Detailed Crew Activity Plan 
18. LOD Plan 
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Function Outputs: 

1. STS Preliminary Mission Plan: Payload (Basic, 
Revision 1 and Revision 2) 

2. Data for PIP Annexes 
3. STS Preliminary Mission Plan: Cargo 
4. Conceptual Mission Plan (Basic and Revision 1) 
5. SSV Conceptual Flight Design 
6. Operational 'Mission Plan 
7. SSV Operational Flight Design 

1.5 Upper Stage Flight Desiqq (Applicable to some Programs) 

If an upper stage has been assigned to the spacecraft, vehicle
specific data can be used in this design. The flight d~sign a~so 
includes variation of the parametrics in order to determine a range 
of operation for the flight. 

00 The data involved in this function is clearly program 
specific 

1.6 Flight Crew Activity Plan~ing 

This function develops crew procedures and crew activity 
timelines to be performed by the flight crew during flight. This 
,function covers crew activity planning after the cargo is baselined 
at the eIR. Prior to this period, crew activity planning is per
formed as part of the STS flight planning for the payload and cargo 
using stanq~rdized crew_activity profiles or timelines rather than 
detailed analyses. 

The crew activity plan defines how the flight will be flown 
by the crew. It contains the schedule of crew activities and 
rel~tes them to ground support activities. Steps in crew act-ivity 
planning include: 

00 Developing an integrated summary crew activity plan 
prior ~o the FOR. 

00 Developing execute data (crew procedures, reference data, 
time references, etc.). 

NOTE: The crew planning includes activities to be done by their 
flight operations support personnel on the ground. 

FLIGHT READINESS FUNCTIONS 

The Flight Readiness element is composed of functions 
related to the preparation and training required for a flight. 
These functions are: 
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1. Flight Data File Preparaticn 
2. SSV On-board Digital Data Load Preparation 
3. Upper Stage On-board Digital Data Load Preparation 
4. Flight Crew Training -
5. SSV Flight Operations Support Personnel Training 
6. Payload Flight Operations Support Personnel Training 
7. Integration Rehearsals/Simulations 

The Flight Data File (PDF) is the total onboard set of 
documentation and other operational ~ides for the flight crew. 

The SSV/FDF contains components that will be used for STS 
operations including payload activation, deployment and deacti
vation. 

The Payload FDF contains components required for the operation 
of a payload itself during the on-orbit phase of SSV operations. 
,For some SAFSP payloads, where the deployment is straightforward 
and similar to standard DOD payloads, a separate payload FDF may 
not be required. In these cases, most probably a DOD Secret/ 
mission specific input would be generated for the,FDF file by 
SAMSO/LV. In some cases however, the a~tivation/deactivation 
and deployment sequences may be complex or the flight crew may have 
some otner intervening non-related function to accomplish during 
the middle of a particular deployment, 'or a reiterative unique 
process' may be required for deployment. Then a separate/peculiar 
FDF would be required. This could be conceivably~generated by 
SAMSO/LV as DOD/SECRET or by SAFSP as BYEMAN depending on the 
degree to which the file would be mission revealing. 

The typical components within the FDF are as follows: 

o Orbit Operations Checklist 
00 Rendezous Book 

o Deploy Checklist 
o Retrieve Checklis t 

00 EVA Checklist 
00 Payload Checklist 
00 Payload Schematics 
00 Payload Malfunction Procedures 
00 Payload Crew Activity Plan 
00 Payload Operations Summary 
00 Payload Operations Reference Data 

o Payload Operations Cue Card 
o S tar Charts 

The components indicated by."oo" are items most likely to 
require "BYEMAN" security. 
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The SSV On-board Digital Data Load (ODOL) preparation con
sists of all data loaded into two (2) redundant mass memory 
un~ts of the SSV data processing system. It consists of computer 
programs (code) and the flight dependent data (I-loads) that 
specify a particular flight. The mass memory software contains 
the fOllowing software elements: 

o Primary Avionics Software System (PASS) 
o Pass Inbedded Software 
o Backup Flight Software 
o GPC System Software Loader/Self Test Program 

(SSL/STP) 
o Display Electronics Units (DEU) 
o Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) 

00 Display Text and Graphics 
00 Test Control Supervisor Sequences 
00 Payload Data Interleaves (POI) 
00 Telemetry Format LOads (TFL) 

Flight specific requirements, for both code and data, are 
implemented by NASA into a baseline SSV MMU by either a patching 
process. or. completely rebuild with classified I data. Any 
necessary on-pad changes are accomplished by patching process. 
NASA has the responsibility -for generating the SSV ODDL apd 
SAMSO/tVO for reviewing prior to certification. The elements 
,indicated with "00" may contain specific payload data that is 
mission revealing. 

. 
NO.TE: Present plans are to use the STC for all 000 payload 

commanding and checkout. The payload is interrogated 
dj.rectly from the SCF ground stations. However, yo'tJ. should 
recognize that Payload Specialists will accompany all NRP 
payloads for troubleshooting or payload operation. The 
Orbiter computer (processor and mass memory) and payload 
interrogation equipment will likely be used since they are 
standard equipment. Program specific, possibly aYEMAN data, 
will be resident in the SSV computer -- hence, accessible to 
the ground. As an alternative, each NRP program would have 
to provide their own space qualified hardware tor this task. 

The Upper Stage On-board Digital Data (OOOL) Load consists 
of the total contents (program code and mission data values) of 
the upper stage avionics memory prior to any processing by the 
upper stage flight computer. The preparation responsibility for 
the upper stage ODOL for DOD mission belongs to SAMSO!LV. For 
SAFSP missions, the data within the Upper Stage'OOOL is con
sidered BYEMAN. 

TOP SECRET 
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Flight crew training encompasses the classroom and simula
tion training of the STS flight crew (Commander, Pilot and Mission 
Specialist). The planning, developing, .managing and operating 
functions for the training programs and supporting facilities 
includes the analysis of operator tasks, preparing training aid 
materials, defining facility requirements, and the scheduling of 
execution of training exercises for the full crew complement 
(primary and backup) for a specific flight. 

For a given flight phase or seq~ence, the training operations 
are.scheduled so that the flight crews and appropriate SSV flight 
operations support personnel together receive workbook lessons 
first, then simulator training, integrated rehearsals/simulations, 
etc. Due to different training and security requirements, the 
Pilot, Commander, Mission Specialist and Payload Specialist, plus 
appropriate flight operations support personnel, may undergo 
different flight phase training at the same time. In general, 
common. training requirements will be accommodated in conjunction 
with the generalized NASA training program. Flight specific 
training for the SSV flight crew, payload flight crew, and SSV 
FOSP that emphasizes Orbiter payload interactions ~nstead of 
detailed payload operations will require a DOD Secret or a Top 
Secret compartmented environment depending. on the extent of 
interaction and the amount of information disclosed that is 
directly mission revealing. This training would normally acquaint 
the flight crews and SSV FOSP to payload specific ~equirements 
and constraints. It will emphasize flight unique configurations and 
requirements for stowage, TV and photography, and crew system sub
systems; al ti tude and translation maneuvers; deployment; a.scent, 
abort, deorbit, entry and prelaunch operations; planning techniques; 
flight data organization; and EVA operations, if required. The 
Shuttle Mission Simulator (SMS) presents payload flight dynamics 
and systems parameters in a real-time environment, is utilized by 
the SSV and payload flight crew for flight specific training 
rehearsals/simulations. The SMS security environment required for 
SAFSP programs will vary from DOD Secret, Top Secret SI/TK, to a 
BYEMAN environment. While ascent and reentry simulations are less 
sensi ti ve (they do require your payload mass prope.rties, moments, 
etc.), the on-orbit simulation may need to be compartmented 
depending upon what is revealed by payload visual access through 
Simulated views, payload operation or deployment activities, etc. 

Integrated rehear~~ls/simulations are the final level of 
ssv flight dependent training .. All relevant flight elements, 
including SSV and payload flight crew, SSV flight operations 
support teams and communication and data networks. These 

·rehearsals/simulations verify procedures and timelines which involve 
the members of the STS flight crew, payload flight crew, and the 
ss~ FOSP, and demonstrate crew ~nd, FOSP efficiency. One or more 
fl~ght crew perform SSV flight operations from the simulator and 
the SSV flight operation~ support personnel (FOSP) participate 
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. 
from their assigned c~ .sole positions. The comrn~.~ications network 
is simulated. Normal and alternate flight simulations scenarios 
will probably be accon:rrnodated with a "DOD Secret" environment. 
However, contingency scenarios especially with regard to a specific 
payload; i.e., deployment, EVA, or ret_~ieval could necessitate a 
higher level of security. 

FLIGHT CONTRQ~_FtJNCTIONS 

The Flight Control element is composed of functions related 
to the prelaunch, flight, and post-flight operations for the SSV 
ahd payload. 

1,. SSV Flight Opera_tj.,ons Planning - covers the tasks 
which ensure that the Orbiter Mission Control Center (MCC) is 
properly configured to support flight operations. In particular, 
this fUnction will: 

a. Define and implement flight peculiar MCC modifi~ 
cations 

~. Configure MCC consoles and displays 

c. Conf~gure the communications and tracking network 

d. Prepare Operations Documentation 

e. Update flight rules 

f. Define and support validation of nominal and 
contingency flight support procedures and techniques 

g. Define and validate MCC external and internal 
,interface 

h. Prepare and validate operations data 

i. Configure the operations data base. 

2. Payload Flight Operations Planning - covers the tasks 
which ensure that the Payload Operations Control Center (POCC) is 
properly configu~ed to support payload mission operations. The 
POCC Is assumed to be located at the AFSCF and does not include 
payload operations outside the -vicinity of the STS. This function 
involves the following tasks: 

Establish l{ission Control force 
Prepare DOD STS Orbital Support Plan Annex 
Procure new systems to support payload operations 
Prepare Payload Test Program Planning Schedule 

(cont'd on next page) 
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Prepare STS Test Operations Order Annex E 
Prepare Cargo Element Orbital Operations Handbook 
Prepare Payload Orbital Test Plan 
Prepare Payload Flight Support Plan 
Prepare Payload Telemetry Modes 
Generate Payload Command Messages 
Schedule Network Support for Payload Operations 
Prepare Pass Plans 

3. SSV Prelaunch Operations - includes all activities 
beginning with countdown and concluding at Solid Rocket Booster 
(SRB) ignition. During prelaunch operations the SSV flight 
operations support personnel are performing ,the following 
activities: 

a. Verifying the SSV and payloads configu~ation and 
status 

b. Monitoring consumables loading 

c. Verifying internal, POCC (STC) , and tracking 
network communications and operational support status. . 

d. Monitoring terminal countdown 

e. Verifying landing sites operational status. 

-f. Providing telemetry and command communication 

g. Configuring in-house data processing systems 

h. Updating and verifying SSV mass properties 

4. Payload Prelaunch Operatiops - includes those activi
ties performed·by the POCC which are necessary to ensure the 
operational readiness of the AFSCF support systems and to con
firm the payload health and status. The Remote Vehicle Cpeckout 
Facility (RVCF) at KSC supports the transmission of command and 
tele~etry data between the launch $ite and the STC. A similar 
function is performed at Vandenberg AFB. Activities included in 
this' function include: 

a. Payload prelaunch checkout 

b. Payload launch countdown support 

The security level required for this function is dependent upon 
how much payload command and telemetry data is classified; if 
classified, is it securely transmitted/received? is there a pro
gram requirement for or a system weakness that permits access to 
this data by SSV ground support personnel? 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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5. SSV ~light Operat~ons Sgpport - includes all 
activities performedUby the SSV ground support system beginning 
with SRB ignition and ending with crew egress after Orbiter
landing. These activities.include: 

a. Trajectory monitoring and navigation support 

b. ssv system_s monitoring and failure detection 

c. Contingency and abort ~nalyses 

d. External Tank (ET) and SRB impact prediction 

e. Real .... time flight replanning 

f. Inflight anomaly analysis 

g. Vehicle configuration recommendations 

SSV Flight Operations covers the following general phases: 

Launch Ope_ra tion,1S - SRB ignition through orbit insertion. 
The SSV, MCC activities in support of this phase include: 

a. Predict and identify a~ort situations 

b. Provide -vehicle configur~tion recommendations 

performance. 
c. Compute trajectory support data to verify vehicle 

The use of the on-board computer for payload ~ctivities and the 
access of its 'data to the ground network will be a major detriment in 
establishing the security requirements for this function. 

Orb~tal Operatiops - Orbital injection to vehicle reentry 
preparation. During this phase, SSV ground support elements pro
vide flight-related communications, systems and trajectory 
monitoring, data retrieval, flight planning, and operations 
resources management. The crew activities i_ncluded in the Payload 
Operations Support Function (see below) aJ:'e performed during this 
phase. The interaction of Orbiter and payload support activities, 
interfaces and resources will be decisive in determining security 
requiremen ts. 

Reentry_and L~ding Operations - Vehicle reentry preparations 
-through crew- egres-s after Orbiter landing. During this phase, the 
crew is preparing the Orbiter and its rayioads for reentry. The 
ground support elements provide the crew with traj~ctory, meteoro
logical, and support facilities statu~ information relative to 
primary, secondary, and contingency landing sites. The ground 
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support elements provide the following: 

landing 

6. 
activities 
during the 
activities 
payloads. 

a. Weather updates and ground navigation aid status 

b. Systems monitoring and failure detection 

c. Verify landing site navigation aid updates 

d. Assist crew in performing manual reentry and 

Payload Flight Operations Support - consists of all 
performed by the POCC supporting the payload mission 
period from SRB ignition through crew egress. These 
may actually conclude with deployment fo~ freeflyer 
These activities include: r 

a. Mission direction 

b. Health and status monitoring 

c. Tracking and telemetry processing 

d. Orbit determination 

e. Mission data receipt and des crimination 

Payload Flight Operations covers the same phases as SSV Flight 
Operations. 

Launch Operations - The POCC monitors the health and status 
of the payloaa if this information is handwirecl across the inter
face to th'e Orbiter.avionics. The downlink data is received via 
either: (1) Orbiter FM data to MILA (at KSC) , to the RVCF, to 
the STe, to the POCC, or (2) interleaved Orbiter/payload telemetry 
data to GSTDN (Ground Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network) to 
Goddard, to JSC, to the STe, to the poce. 

On-Orbit Operations - After injection, a number of different 
payload related options can be performed. These include: 

a. Pre-deployment -- all Orbiter and payload prepa~ations 
required prior to exposing the payload to the space environment 

b. Checkout and deployment of free flyer -- all Orbiter 
and payload activities associated with release of the payload. 
During this period, the SSV crew or the poce will perform payload 
checkout, coordinate activities with the SSV MCC, determiIJ,e Go/No-Go 
decisions for deployment, and execute the payload deployment sequence. 
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c. Post Deployme After payload release, le crew will 
reconfigure the Orbiter and maneuver it away from the payload. 
The poee continues to monitor health and status via its own link 
or through the Orbiter avionics relay capability. Upon completion 
of the l~st deployment related activity, the poee assumes total 
control of the payload~ 

d. Pallet Checkout and Operation - The Payload Specialist 
crew and/or the poce will perform all activities associated with 
the checkout and on-orbit operation of the payload. This can be 
accomplished through payload dedicated avionics (Orbiter autonomous) , 
through the Orbiter avionics (telemetry and command systems}, or by 
the on-board data processing capabiJ,.ities (computer and avionics). 
The security requ_irements for this function will be dictated by the 
degree to which the SSV and payload flight and ground systems are 
physically and operationally integrated. 

e. Repair/Service/Retrieval of a Free-flyer -- The 
rendevous and mating activities associated to perform a repair/ 
service/retrieval mission will require greater crew involvement and 
increased use of Orbiter flight and/or ground support services. 
The'potential for EVA is also greater. These activities will be 
closely monitored by the ground support teams and will very possibly 
require BYEMAN communication and data interfaces. 

f. Heentry and Landing Operations - - The crew and/or the 
POCC will prepare the payload for reentry and landing. 

7. ssv Operations Postflight Analysis -- This function 
analyzes the SSV mission operatiohs support, develops means and 
ways to improve this support, provides raw and processed SSV data 
for performance and operations evaluations. The activities involved 
include: -

a. Assimilate and distribute SSV an~maly reports. 

b. PrOcess and reduce NASCOM communications and tracking 
data 

c. Disseminate telemetry data to users 

d. Perform flight crew and flight operations support 
debriefing 

e. Perform orbit and trajectory reconstruction 

f. Evaluate overall flight performance 

g. Update simulation models and data base 
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8. Payload Operations Postflight Analysis -- This function 
analyzes the effectiveness of ,the payload flight operations 
support and develops ways and means to improve 'it. This function 
does not include payload operations outside the vicinity of the 
STS. In particular, it evaluates and documents the effectiveness 
of the payload operations in the performance of: 

o Flight Feasibility Analy.sis 
b Payload Flight Support Requirements Development 
o Upper Stage Flight Design 
o Upper Stage ODDL Preparation 
o Payload FOSP Training 
o Payload Flight Operations Planning 
o Payload Prelaunch Operations 
o Payload Flight Op,erations Support 

The purpose of this analysis is to maximize the effectiveness of 
the flight operations support by isolating and eliminating . 
problem areas. 
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S.;"1\~SO/LVO {Col Boyland) 

1. Reference LVO letter, this subject, 25 April 1979. (Cy Atch.) 

Atch 
SAFSP Shuttle Requirements. 
Rpt (Preliminary) 10 May 79 (S) 

SECURITY NOTICE 

THIS ATTACHMENT ~S DOD SECRET 

This Attachment is a copy of SAFSP's DOD SECRET report 
which forwarded ~huttle workload and security require
ments to SAMSO. SAMSO consolidated these with other 
DOD requirements and forwarded overall requirements 
package to: 

a. HQ USAF for inclusion in Annex C of the Shuttle 
Mission Operations Task Force Evalu~tion, itself an 
Attachment to the Mission Element Needs Statement for a 
DOD Shuttle Operations Planning Center. 

b. NASA/JSC for use by the SAMSO/NASA working 
group analyzing Shuttle control options. 

Tables in this Attachment are referred to in the work
load and sect,lri ty sect.ions of the main report and are 
therefore provide.d here for reference. 

If inclosures,~re withdra~n (or not 
attached the classific?-tion of this 
corresponqence will be L~C~ASSIFIED. 
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SECRET 

STS WORKLOAD REQUIREMENTS 

1. Workload categories included are: 

o Payload delivery of free-flyers 

o Payload Piatform/pallets~1 ________________ __ 

o Retrieval I 
(b)( 1 ) 

o Repair and service (b)(3) 10 USC ~ 424 

o On-orbit construction 

2. Programs included in Rev 8 of the STS Mission Model are 
included in Table 1. 

3. The scheduled STS Workload (Table 1) reflects the May 
-l979 p~ogram baselines through 1985 and its out year 
implications through 1991. Projections through 1995 
continue patterns established in prior years. 

4. In Table 1 the total number of Delivery] 
cannot be directly equated to total numb~e-r--o~f~O~r~b~~~'~t-e-r--~ 
flights because of ride sharing, and because multiple 
~ssions may be accomplished on the same STS flight. 
The compatibility of multiple mission support on any 
STS fl~ght can only be assessed on a_case~by-case basis 
and cannot be determined at this time. 

5. Table 2 presents the potential contingency wor~load 
forecast for those programs included in Rev 8 of the 
STS Mission Model (Table 1). The present Rev 8 does 
not include any contingency workload in response to 
crIsis situations or unforeseen failures. 

6. Table 3 presents workload not reflected in Rev 8 of the 
STS Mission Model. It represents potential R&D STS work
load for advanced future systems, experimental system 
brassboar4 tests, subsystem tests, and component tests. 
While a few R&D efforts require dedicated misSions, most 
R&D payloads are small ride· share candidates. Component 
tests for example are typically 250 po~ds, five cubic 
feet, sealed cans. 

7. Table 4 is a summary of the scheduled, contingency, and 
R&D \,lorkloads, and reflects an estimated range of potentia: 
STS support missions. 

CLASSIFIED BY: Dil;"~ctor:, .SAP 
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SECf~tT 

STS SECURITY REQUIREMENTS 

1. S~S mission operations will involve Flight Planning, Flight, 
Readiness and Flight Control activities. While no program has 
yet gone through all the steps which will be involved, a com-, 
prehensive description of tasks and subtasks for each activity 
has recently been published in the MISSION OPERATIONS PLAN FOR 
TEE DOD S~A~E TRANS?ORTATION SYSTEM PROGEAM, SAMSO-LV-0020, 
Jan 1979.These twenty-one element tasks are based on the 
successful pattern developed by NASA for the APOLLO and SKY~ 
programs. The tasks described in the Mission Operations Plan 
are cQPsidered representative of workload to be accomplished 
independent of where the work is actually done. 

2. Based on task descriptions in the Mission Operations Plan, 
assessments were made of the security level required to 
adequately conduct program-specific work on the tasks and sub
tasks of each of the twenty-one major activities encompassed 
in Flight Planning, Flight Readiness, and Flight Control. 
Table 5 summarizes the. STS security requirements baseline for 
each of the twenty-one activities for each of five workload 
classes. 

3. Because each program has its individual requirements, not 
all elex:nents may be needed. For example, SOIne programs bave 
upper stages, others do not. Similarly, within any workload 
category, a range of security level requ~~ed is shown which 
accommodates the needs of individual programs. Column six of 
Table 5 displays the overall security requirements for each 
aCi;ivity. 

CLASSIFIEO BY: Director, SArS~ 
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TABLE 5 

SECRET 
STS SECURITY REQUIRE!'1ENTS 

STS MISSION OPERATIONS ELEMENT 

*FLIGHT PLANNING 

1. Flight Feasibility Analysis 
2. Payload Flight Support 

Requirements Development 
3. STS tltil·ization Planning (Payload 

Mix. Flight Assignment) 
4. STS Flight Design 
5. Upper Stage Flight Design 
6. Flight Crew Activities Planning 

*FLIGHT READINESS 

1. Flight Data File Preparation 
2. SSV On-Board Digital Data 

Load Preparation 
3. Upper Stage On-Board Digital 

Data Load Preparation 
4. Flight Crew Training 
5. SSV Flight Operahons Support 

Personnel Training 
6. payload Flight Operations 

Support Personnel Training 
7. Integrated Rehearsa~s and 

Simulations 

*FLIGHT CONTROL 

1. SSV Flight Operations Planning 
2. Payload Flight Operations 

Planning 
3. SSV Prelaunch Operations 
~. Payload Prelaunch Operations 

____ S. sqv Flight 9pcrations Support 
(launch. on-orbit. ~ecovery} 

6. Payload rlight Operations 
Support 

7. SSV Operations post-Flight 
Analysis 

8. Payload Operations Post-Flight 
Analysis 

* 

DEPLOY 

TSC 
S~TSC 

S~TSC 

SO+TSC 
N/A~TSC 

~TSC 

PALLET 

TSC 
S~TSC 

S~TSC 

S~TSC 

N/A 
S4TSC 

S~TSC S-+TSC 
S-+TSC S-7TSC 

N/A4TSC N/A 

S & TSC S & TSC 
5 S4TSC 

TSC TSC 

SO+TSC S~TSC 

S 

TSC 

S 
S 

_ S4TSC 

TSC 

5 

TSC 

S4TSC 
TSC 

s 
s 
S-+'TSC 

':'SC 

S?'TSC 

TSC 

WOR.T(LOAD CLASS 

REPAIR 
& 

RETRIEV~~ SERv~CE 

TSC 
S-+TSC 

S4TSC 

S-7TSC 
N/A 
S~TSC 

TSC 
S4TSC 

S4TSC 

S4TSC 
N/A 
S~TSC 

S~TSC S~SC 
S4TSC S4TSC 

N/A N/A 

S & TSC 5 & TSC 
~TSC S~SC 

TSC TSC 

S4TSC - S4-TSC 

S~TSC 

TSC 

5 
5 
S..y.:'SC 

TSC 

S-+TSC 

TSC 

S4TSC 
TSC 

TSC 

S4TSC 

TSC 

OVERALL 
CONSTRUC- REQUIRE-

tION 

TSC 
S~TSC 

5 

TSC 
N/A~TSC 
TSC 

TSC 
TSC 

N/A4TSC 

S & TSC 
TSC 

N/A-+TSC 

TSC 

S4TSC 
TSC 

S 
S 
s 

TSC 

S4TSC 

TSC 

MENT 

TSC 
TSC 

TSC 

TSC 
TSC 
TSC 

TSC 
TSC 

TSC 

5 & TSC 
TSC 

TSC 

TSC 

TSC 
TSC 

TSC 

TSC 

TSC 

TSC 

Ref: Mission Operations Plan for the OOD ST'S prograI!) (SAMSO!LV-0020. Jan 79) 

KEY: S = 000 SECRET 
TSC = TOP SECRET Compartmented 
N/A = Not Applicable 

~ Indicates Range of Requirement 
& Indicates both security levels are required 

CLASSIFIED BY: Director, SAFSP 
RE.VIE;W ON: 10 May 1999 

SEGRH REASON: 2-301.c.6 
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